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FOREWORD
Thispamphletcontains
the proceedings of thesecondprogramme
organizedunder the aegis of The PerJacobssonFoundation,which
tookplaceinWashington,
D. C . , on October lst, 1965.
ThePer
JacobssonFoundation
was establishedin
1964for
the
purpose of carrying
forward
the unique
contributions
which
Per
Jacobsson had made in the field of international monetary cooperation.
Followinghis death inMay, 1963, a group of hisfriends,ledby
a
number of distinguished sponsors, joined in creating and financing this
Foundation to sponsor lectures, seminars, and publications in this field.
The first lectures were givenin Basle in November, 1964, by Maurice
FrGre of Belgium and Rodrigo G6mez of Mexico, on the subject “Economic Growth and Monetary Stability”. These lectures were distributed
widely in nine languages by the Foundation and through the cooperation of central banks, bankers’ associations, and other groups.
The second meeting, of which this is the official record, was held in
the West
Auditorium
of the Department of State. The principal
speakers were Dr. C. D. Deshmukh of India and Mr. Robert V. Roosa
of the UnitedStates.
The over-allsubject for theirtalkswas
“The
Balance between Monetary Policy and Other Instruments
of Economic
Wi€Policy in a Modern Society”. Opening statements were made by
liam McChesney Martin, Chairman
of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System and Ambassador W. Randolph Burgess, President of the Foundation.
Included in theseproceedingsarenotonly
the writtenstatements
presented to the meeting, but also a transcript
of oral statements, and
the questions asked and answers givenby the speakers during the discussion period.
While the speakersallmadetheirstatementsinEnglish,
the texts
are beingmadeavailablealsoinFrenchandSpanish.Requests
for
extra copies of the proceedingsmaybeaddressed
to

THE PER JACOBSSON
FOUNDATION
International Monetary Fund Building
19th and H Streets,N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2043 1
”
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andGentlemen:
As with' manyoccasions, there is an ele-,
ment of sadness in this occasion, because it .reminds us that we
have lost one of the world's great leaders in -the fieldof international
monetary economics. But, on the other hand, ,it is a , very
.
happy occasion, because 1.can think of, no more appropriate..,way .to
memorialize the constructive work that Per Jacobss,on has done.through,
theyears than the institution of The Per Jacobsson Foundation Lectures, which will aid all ofus in continuing our interest and promoting
research in the area of international monetaryeconomics.
I think all ofus in. this room knew' Per Jacobsson, and weknow
what a wonderful personality he was, quite apart from his intellectual
capacity, for -many times he befriended all of us. ..
It is a great privilege for me, as' Chairman of the Board of Governors
of the UnitedStates central bankingsystem, to havethis opportunity
to welcome the Foundation to. Washington.
.
It is a. great privilege
because
Per Jacobsson ,had a .great interest in
..
central banking: 'he visited. 10 to 12 Federal Reserve Banks' during
the time he was in this country, a ,record. thatI am sure a .lot of,,people
at the .Board o f . Governors have not equalled. And'I think that ..,all
of us, recall ,his ,wit and hiseffervescent geni,dity, hisjoviality,..;his
bouncing, personality, and his, willingness to take any amount .of time
and. to. be patient with, all.. 'of
us 'in trying .to understand the ,intricacies
.
.
of soundmoneyandmonetarypolicy.
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I know that most of youhaveheard
of one of hisfavoritepuns,
which he wentaroundrepeatingwithgreatjoviality.WhenGeneral
MacArthur made his farewell speech and ended
it by saying that “Old
Soldiersneverdie,theyjustfadeaway,”Jacobssonwasbouncing
aroundeveryplace,saying
that wasaverygoodspeech.
“Do you
knowwhathappens to old bankers?” he would
then ask. You would
say, “NO.” And he wouldbeamandsay,“Oldbankersneverdie,
theyjustloseinterest.’’
One of the nicethingsaboutthislecture
series is that aslongas
we continue the lectureship, both young
bankersandoldbankers
willneverloseinterestinthisarea.
And I believe that the road which Per Jacobsson was traveling and
which he traveled so wisely for all of uswillbe perpetuated.
It was throughhim that I firstheardaphrasewhich
I have seen
severaltimessinceinpublications,which
I picked up at the fair in
I like. He said, “Let us never
Lausanne several years ago, and which
forget that goodmoneyiscoinedfreedom.”
That isaphraseworth
considering and worth pondering.
It is averygreatprivilege
for me to welcome The Per Jacobsson
Foundation to Washington, and
I knowall of us are looking forward
to the lectures which follow.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
W. RANDOLPH
BURGESS
President, The Per Jacobsson Foundation
LadiesandGentlemen:
I know that all of you
wouldwantme
to expressyourappreciation
to Mr. Martin
for opening this meeting with those kind and glowing words
that bring back to us the sense of the presence of Per Jacobsson.
I am particularly glad to have Governor Martin open this meeting,
because I thinkthereisacloseconnectionbetweenBillMartinand
monetary liquidity in the world.

M
,

R. MARTIN,
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That may seem a little far-fetched, but the point is this: for the 1 4
years that Mr. Martin has been at the head of our monetarysystem
inthiscountry,
the world’sliquidityhasbeenincreasedbecausehis
verypresence,histact,andhiswisdomhaveincreased
the world’s
faith in the dollar, and so hasmadepeoplemorewilling
to accept
that dollar as a part of their reserves. So, Mr. Martin, youhave
helped, in yourself, to achieve some of the objects of the meeting that
has just cometo a close.
I think, ladies and gentlemen, that you would also want me, on your
behalf, to thank the Secretary of State for making this room available;
a’lovely room, with chairs much more comfortable than those you have
been sitting in all week.
I can tell you that in this building there are
manyfriends
of ThePer
Jacobsson Foundation, friendswhohave
interestedthemselvesinwhat
it hasbeentrying to do.
The next thing I know you would want me to do is to convey your
greetingsandwarmfeeling
of appreciationandfriendship
to Mrs.
Jacobsson,whois
here with her twodaughters-Erin,
Dr. JuckerFleetwood;
and
Birgit,
Mrs.
Bjorn
Bjomsson,
and her husband.
Their presence givesus
a feeling that we are onefamilyalltogether
inthisFoundation;peopleinterestedinjust
the things that Per followed and pursued so effectively in our behalf. Most of you are The
Per Jacobsson Foundation, for it exists because of your help and your
interest.Most
of you .are sponsors or contributors andhavemade
the Foundation what it has become in the 18 months that it has been
inexistence.
Our group of people includes 47 of the central banks .of the world,
who have not only contributed to this enterprise, but have also helped
in the distribution of our publications.Youwillbeinterested
in
knowing that the splendid lectures given last year by Governor Fr*re,
who, ishere,and
by GovernorGbmez,whosecharmingwifeis
here
also, were distributed all over
the world. We ourselves printed 18,000
copies and sent them out in three languagesthroughout the world.
so
Various central banks translated them into six morelanguages,
that they have had a wide circulation and have been
the subject of a
great deal of favorable comment.
Let me report also,sinceyou
are our shareholders, a word about
of something
over
our financial
position.
We
now
have
capital
$380,000 and income of about $16,000. This is just enough to enable
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us each year to put on these lectures and to make our contribution to
thecause of monetarystabilityandadaptability
: to new conditions.
So much for a brief report about the Foundation. Nowwe turn to
the meetingtoday. I don’t think the Chairmanneeds to take time to
sayverymuchbecauseyouhave
the program before you. This gives
thetopic, it gives a fewwords about the Foundation, andgivesyou
also full details aboutthe careers of the speakers.
One thing I do want to call to your attention is that each of these
two, speakershashad
a backgroundwhichincludes
three sorts of
m6tier:theywereeach
central bankers; theyeachserved
in Treasuries; theyeachservedinacademicfields.They
are thus doers as
well as teachers. That is.onereason
we are so glad to havethem
here and to listen to them.
So, withoutmoreado,withouttakingyourtime
to repeat whatis
in the program, I want to introduce to .you the verydistinguished
central banker, Finance Minister,ViceChancellor
of the University
of, NewDelhi,whowasin
1950 Chairman of theBankand
Fund
meetingin Paris, Dr. C.D.Deshmukh.

THE BALANCE BETWEENMONETARY
POLICY AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS
OF ECONOMIC POLICY IN A
DEVELOPING ECONOMY
Lecture b y

C . D.DESHMUKH
Vice Chancellor, University of Delhi
OR, A central banker whohasstrayed

from the profession into
paths of dubiousreputability,likepolitics,
or uncertain status,
like education, it is a high ,but somewhat disconcerting honour to
beinvited to talk on a topic like monetarypolicy.
I am, however,
touchedbyyourchoice
of me for thisexcursion into a past whose
interest was then abounding and is now made glamorous by the passage
of time.. I also welcome this opportunity of paying tribute to the most
distinguished central banker inwhosememory
the host Foundation
1. met Per Jacobssononlyonce,
foran all-too
hasbeenestablished.
brief lunch hour in Zurich in October 1954, but I still recall the stimulating pleasantness of that contact. Per Jacobsson subsequently had a
splendid vantage point from which to mould world opinion in monetary
matters out. of the profundity and maturity ofhis experience. He was
the high priest of monetary policy and of economic growth with monetary stability,and it seems but appropriate thatthe initiallectures
arranged by the Foundation should be ontheseandcognatetopics,
suchas the one assigned to me.

F

'

Experience, 1943-56
I might begin by referring
to myown personal experience as Governor of the Reserve .Bank of India from ,1943 to 1949 and as India's
5
I
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FinanceMinisterandex-officiomember
of IndianPlanningCommissionfrom 1950 to 1956. In thesetwocapacities I wasassociated
withmonetarypolicyandthe
other instruments of economicmanagement in twoverydisparatesituations.
In the 'ReserveBank, I was
closely involved in . a type of economic management in which one had
perforce to relegate monetary discipline to a secondary position.
Duringwartimetheregulation
of moneysupplyandcredit
on. orthodox
or classical lines is, asiswellknown,animpossibility.
In India however, there wasanelementin
the inevitable wartime inflationary situation which tempered the later impact of the inflationary trends in that
Indiawaspaidinsterling
for muchshesupplied
for prosecuting the
War. By the end of the War, India had a comfortable balance
to her
credit in the shape of sterling accumulated in London, despite
the fact
that the inflationaryspiral had raisedprices to three or fourtimes
theirpre-warlevel,allsorts
of goods(capitalas
well asconsumer)
werein
short supply, and agreatdeal
of foreign debt had been
redeemed. The post-war independence and partition of India distorted
the economy of the sub-continent for the time being; but perhaps the
economic consequences would not have been
so serious had the newly
independent Government not made the grave
error of lifting the wartime controls on food and cloth in 1947. (Indeed, in the United States
also after the Second World War, there was a sharp rise of food prices,
oncecontrolswereremoved;thisinducedarise
of wagesafter June
1946 and raised aggregate demand in relation
to available output and
reinforced the inflationarysituation. ) On theinsistentadvice
of the
Reserve Bank of India controls were re-imposed a little later, but that
bout of economic abandon contributed significantly, in
my opinion, to
the imbalance in the economywhichfinallyled
to the devaluation of
the Indian rupee, together-a
doubtful honour-with
the currencies of
some 3 0 other countries.
The period 1950 to 1956 was characterised by specialmeasures to
ensure that devaluationwasnotfollowedbyageneralriseinprices.
The specialsituationcreated
by the KoreanWarwasdealtwith
by
imposingheavyexportduties,whichresultedin
a markedbudget
surplus. Expenditure, including a smaller defence budget, was restricted,
until the promulgation of the First Five Year Plan in
1952 (with two
out of fiveyearsalready
elapsed). Towardstheend
of i95 1, while,
many physical controls were still in place, (although American wheat,
under the firstwheat-loan, had started to arrive), the bank rate was
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raised. The combination of deflationarymeasuresproducedwhat
the
moneymarketcalledaslumpinMarch
1951. A fewmoremonths'
experience with the First Plan disclosed room for stretching it by about
25 per cent. The Plan was accordingly enlarged and was
put through,
with prices remaining stable. Thus development, although
on a modest
scale, was achieved together with price stability. Thanks
to the opening
up of channels of external assistance to cover about 16 per cent of the
Plan,deficitfinancewasresorted
to only to a modestextent-and
provedharmlessaspricesandforeignexchangebalancesremained
stable. The price situation was so deceptively easy, especially in regard
to foodgrains and other food articles, like sugar,
that physical controls
were dismantledin 1952. TheeconomyremainedstableuntilMarch
1955, and the index of foodgrains
and
other
wholesale
prices
was
below the level of 1952-53, the base year.
But this comfortable state
of affairs was not to last long. By April
1956, the Second, and a much larger,
Plan had been adopted; and
in
a supplementary budget the annual plan was augmented considerably,
with the assistanceverylargely
of deficitfinance.
An imprudently
heavy drain on' sterlingbalanceswascreatedbyunrestrainedimport
licensingaccompaniedbyuncontrolledcreditcreation
by banks. To
fill the monetary cup to the danger point, agricultural production sagged
markedlybelow the levelsattainedinpreviousyears.Sincearrangements of the nature of U.S. PublicLaw 480 had not yetbecomea
fixed feature of the economic landscape, abaut 3 million tons of food
had to be purchased abroad, with consequently aggravated drain on the
sterlingbalances.
'

India's Third Five Year Plan

This state of affairs continued and constituted the unfavorable milieu
in which the current ill-fated Third Five Year Plan was born. Although
there has been much stout-hearted recourse
to fiscal measures (albeit
with reluctance to touch politically critical' areas, such
as an enhanced
tax on agricultural income on the part of the States), there has been
a great deal of shilly-shallying and dodging in regard to re-introducing
anyrationalsystem
of physicalcontrols,particularly
in the face of
inadequate improvement in the production
of foodgrains. Side by side
there has been signal failure, partly due to technical imperfections, in
organizing family planning. The current rate of increase of the population has been around 2.50 against a little below 1.50 recorded in the

'1
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1951 census; therefore, it hasbeenestimated on aconservativebasis,
that from the beginning of the Third Plan some 35 million, or about
8 per cent, have been added to the 1961 census population of 442 million.Evenwithincreasingvolumes
of P.L. 480 foodgrainimports it
hasbeenimpossible
to feedthisaugmentedpopulationadequately.
Restrictions on themovements
of foodgrains,irrationalandinconsistent with the concept of a unified nation, have led to wide disparities
in the prices of foodgrainsin the differentStates.Suitableincentives
haveyet to be found to induce the farmers,largelyandgrowingly
pursuing a subsistence economy, to produce more. Even a better
than
average foodgrain crop this year has failed to arrest the rising trend of
foodgrainprices;and,structuredastheIndianeconomyis,thishas
communicateditsimpulse
to pricesinothersectors,suchassemimanufactured and manufactured goods.
A complicatedsystem of controls,permitsandlicensinginmany
sectors of theeconomyisabout
to bereinforced by moreextensive
controls of rationing and the rest. Whilst monetary policy as an instrument of controlhasbeenfreelyused,andbothgeneralandselective
credit controls are being tried out in all sorts of combinations, the rates
of public expenditure continue to be unduly high. A saving feature of
thesituationappears
to be the realization of thedangers of deficit
financing in such an inflationary situation; and much courage has been
evident, at leastas far as the CentralGovernmentisconcerned,in
resorting to fiscal measures to raise finance for discharging the State’s
dual responsibility of strengtheningthecountry’sdefenceforceand
at the same time endeavouring to complete the current Five Year Plan.
It is against this background that the recent controversy about the size
of the Fourth Plan has to beunderstood.
Moral of Indian experience

The moral of the Indian experiencewouldseem
to be that, with
restraint in publicexpenditureandinvestment,anadequate
rate of
growthinproduction(especially
of foodgrains) and appropriate fiscal
policies(e.g.,inregard
to mopping up export incomes), monetary
policy is called upon to play only a minor. role and no heroic measures
to control the creation of credit are called for. Per contra, when agricultural production fails to keep pace with demands from a fast-rising
population and, at the same time, the rates of annual expenditure are
stepped up to cope with the unnatural double burden of. safeguarding
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the country’s security while intensifying the efforts to promote economic
growth, the pricestructuregetsdistortedandscarcitiesraisetheir
heads in a growing number of sectors and become increasingly severe.
In these latter set of circumstances, monetary policy has a more active
role to play, but its application is erratic and uncertain and
it has to
be heavily supplemented by fiscal measures as well as by physical controls of a bewildering variety.
In the Indian context, the structure of international trade is an importantdeterminant of the monetarysolvency of the economy.Witha
if traditional
growingescalation of domesticcostsandprices,even
exports are somewhat price-inelastic and partial industrialization enables
some restraints to beimposed on imports, the import of individual raw
materials seldom lends itself to constriction in a developing economy.
This factor, together with the.growing attraction of the domestic market
to the producer, tends to diminish the favourable balance of trade, to
createforeignexchangedifficulties,and
to lead to alowering of the
values of the local currency in the world’smoney markets.
In such an unhealthy situation, the reduction of public expenditure
should be regardedasthemostefficaciousremedy.
The proper management of controls,especially on foreignexchange,iscrucial.
There
is reason to believe that the allocation of foreign exchange -is ineffective
and wrong-headed, making it possible for the unprincipled to cheat the
authoritiesand to misuse the so-calledexportincentives.Therefore,
there is everything to be said for replacing cumbrous systems of controlbymorediscriminatingones;providinggreaterfreedom
of economic development to the private sector; and retaining as few controls
as are strictly necessary, so that. they can be exercised more effectively
intheirlessdiffusefield.Thecrueldilemma
of adevelopingcountry
is that its developmentalneeds
are greatbut the capacity to .fulfil
themthroughcompetentpoliticalleadership,effectiveadministrative
machinery and a well-established banking system is very limited. Political pressures leadto the undertaking .of plan tasks which look innocuous
and even highly justifiable, but which with the available levelsof administrative competence are incapable of implementation. The gap between
aspirationandcapacityis
harder to bridge than thatbetweentargets
and resources, as here is the one area where the import of competence
is notpermissible.Institutionalset-ups,e.g.,central.banks,have
to
operatewithintechnicallyrestrictedfields
aswell aswithconstraints

)
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Experiences of developingeconomies

"'

Developingeconomies-especiallyin
Asia-areof
differenttypes,.
each with its special problems of economic management. My .acquaintance with these problems is naturally less first hand in countries other
than. India. Nevertheless it seems worthwhile to set' down a few 'findings,whichwouldprobablybeaccepted,
to illustratehowdifficulties
arise in managing induced economic growth in circumstances somewhat
different from those in India.
India's neighbor, Ceylon, has apparently found it.difficult to reconcileitsmonetarypolicywithitsfiscalpolicy.
A balancebetween the
two could obviously not be achieved if they operate in opposite directions.Ceylon'seconomyis,moreover,dominatedbyforeign
trade,
and it is not always possible for the Central Bank to offset completely
internal instability created by large export fluctuations.Moreover,
Ceylon's. dependence on imports for essential ,consumer goods. as well
as for investment goods is .so great that in times of exchange difIiculties
it isdifficult to restrict imports beyond a point.Curbs on credit are
either impracticable, .e.g., in regard, to financing exports, or ineffective,
as when there isexcessliquiditywithcommercialbanks.
As. regards
Governmentborrowing, statutory limitshavehad
to be revisedcontinually under pressure of budget deficits, especially during the last ten
years.Excessmoneydemand
has given a stimulus to import,: while
export earningshavesufferedowing
to deterioration in the terms of
trade. The foreignexchange situation hasthereforebeen
a cause of
recurrent anxiety. Credit regulation has been tried, albeit spasmodically
and ineffectively, by raising
the .b.ank rate, increasing marginal reserve
requirements, and the like; but credit requirements of the Government
as well as the public have over-run such restriction. .The Central Bank
credit institutions
hasbeen
instrumental in establishingspecialised
(e.g., Development Finance Corporation for long-term credit to industry, a market for Government securities, refinancing facilities, a bankers'
training institute), but the dominant feature of economic management
a contrary direction, so that
appears to be a fiscalpolicypullingin
success in developing a sound financial structure, so necessary to
development, has been limited.

CORRIGENDUM

On page eleven, the first word on the third line:
for stability read instability

____ ___

ror
a rise ,of cash reserve requirements
by the Central Bank. Since about
a moiety of the business of the Philippines banks consists of the financing of foreign trade, prescribingmarginrequirementsonoutstanding
letters ‘of creditis the. mosteffective of the instrumentsusedby
the
Central Bank. During recent years
the Philippines economy has experiencedinflationarypressures,whichthe
Central Bank has sought to
counter byraisingthemaximuminterestrates
the commercialbanks
canpay on deposits,and
also byissuingGovernmentsecurities
at
i..competitive rate of interest. With the monetary expansion not abating,
other measureshavebeenadopted,suchas
transferring Government
timedeposits of the commercialbanks to the Central Bankasthey
matured, raising the reserve requirements against deposits and prescribfor the borrowing at anytimeby
the coming a lowergloballimit
mercial banks from the Central Bank.
In the non-monetary
sector
of economic
policy,
exchange
and
importcontrolshaveplayed
a large part. In addition to rigorous
licensing of imports, the Governmentenjoysdiscretionarypower
to
sanctionprotection,hasinstituted
a system of tax remissionsas an
incentive to indigenous industrial enterpriseandwieldsvariousother
discretionary powers in regard to the allocation of Japanese reparations,
the natural resource concessions and the P.L. 480 commodities. Import
control has involved very severe restrictions on imports. of non-essentials, e.g., cash deposits of 2,000 per cent were required against these
in 1957.
.
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In the Philippines also, the 16 year old Central Bank seems to have
had o d y limitedsuccessincounteringexternal
or internal monetary
mtability, because the main source of inflationary finance has been the
Governmentitself.
The Bank'smeasures
of monetary control have
affected-too imperfectly-the
private sector of the economy. .Governto any great
mentplanningappears
not to be influencingthissector
extent or in an organized manner. The Central Bank'smoralsuasion
does not seem to have an effect on the commercial banks; and, as there
is nobond market of anyconsequence, there is little scope for open
marketoperations.
The bank rate policy has notbeenused
to any
significant extent, half the banking system consistingof the GovernmentownedPhilippinesNationalBank.
The Central Bankhasregulated
excess reserves of commercial banks with some. success; but in recent
years the bankshavebeenable
to buildupexcessreserves,calling
for
a rise ,of cash reserve requirements
by the Central Bank. .Since about
a moiety of the business of the Philippines banks consists of the financing of foreign trade, prescribingmarginrequirements
on outstanding
letters of creditis the. mosteffective of the instrumentsused by the
Central Bank. During recent years
the Philippines economy has experiencedinflationarypressures,which
the Central Bank has sought to
counter by raisingthemaximum
interest rates the commercialbanks
canpay on deposits,andalso
byissuing
Governmentsecurities at
competitive rate of interest. With the monetary expansion not abating,
other measureshavebeenadopted,suchas
transferring Government
timedeposits of the commercialbanks totheCentral
Bankas they
matured, raising the reserve requirements against deposits and prescribfor the borrowing at anytimeby
the coming a lowergloballimit
mercial banks from the Central Bank.
In the non-monetary sector of economic
policy,
exchange
and
import controls haveplayed
a large part. In addition to rigorous
licensing' of imports, the Governmentenjoysdiscretionarypower
to
sanctionprotection, has instituted a system of tax remissionsas an
incentive to indigenous industrial enterprise andwieldsvariousother
discretionary powers in regard to the allocation of Japanese reparations,
the natural resource concessions and the P.L. 480-commodities. Import
control has involved very severe restrictions
on imports of non-essen. tials, e.g., cashdeposits of 2,000 per centwererequiredagainstthese
in 1'957.
.s.
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Thailund, in contrast toIndia,
Ceylonand
the Philippines,has
achieved development with stability, involving a minimum use of monetary restraints or other controls; this. hasbeenpossiblebecauseof
a
well-maintained current accountsurplus,reinforced bymassiveinjection of foreign capital. There has been a close correspondence between
the real gross national product andthequantity
of money,whichis
determined in accordance with the rate of growth of the gross national
product. The generalpriceindexhasbeenfairlyconstant,probably
owing to constancy in the average cost of producing goods and services.
In such a setting monetary management has had a limited role to play;
and in any case its impact is necessarily limited owing
to a number(of
factors, such as the commercial banking system not reaching out into
the countryside, the lack of anorganizedmoney
market, the nondependence of commercial banks on the Central Bank for the bulk
of their operations,' as they enjoy considerable borrowing facilities from
banks abroad, and the more or lesssteadyexcessreserveswhich
the
commercial banks are able .to maintain. Since up to 25 per cent of the
reservescanbeheld
in the form of Governmentsecurities after the
passing of the Commercial Banking Act of 1962, the banks are increasingly putting their excess funds into Government securities.
There are generalrestrictions on lendingbeyond a certain ceiling
to anyoneperson,whichinducesbanks
to spread their risks. The
Central -Bank fkes the maximumandminimum
rates chargeable for
loans or .payable for deposits. In recentyears the commercialbanks
.have borrowed from the Central Bank, but only up to about 1 0 percent
.oftheir total borrowings. Rediscounting of export bills is now increasingly practised; but some latitude in regard to prescribing the rediscount
rate, with a view to encouraging the growth to a bill market, has
somewhat impaired the power to control credit through the means of
the rediscount rate. The economy of Thailandis, to sum up,in the
happy position of not needing monetary restraints, which in any case
would not have been effective if needed and instituted. Nature's bounty
assisted by the foreigner has placed the Thai economy in a very comfortable position.
Experiences of developed countries

Some reference to what may be regarded as
the typical situation in
developedcountriesis
appropriate at thispoint. The greaterprimacy
.
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of the money and bond markets, the universal spread of banking facilities,moreimmediateconcernwith
trade cyclesandrecessionsand
lesserpreoccupationwithunemploymentorunderemployment,and
absence of theneed
for concentratingondevelopment,especially
through State directed planning, are the main features. But it is worth
noting-that, even in such a beatific setting, experts and practitioners in
economic management are by no means agreed on the precise role and
functioning of monetary policy;. and even in this sophisticated milieu,
periodical warnings in regard to the perils of monetary and price instability are not felt to be out of place. The reason, of course, is that these
developedeconomies
are also apt to sufferfromcertainbrands
of
inflation, which one may regard as the occupational disease
of f l u e n t
one may class the classical-setting, monetary
societies. In this-what
policy has a relatively dominant and determinant role
to play. To the
old objectives of stability of the domesticpricelevel,stability
o f .the
of slumps,recessions and more
foreignexchangerate,andavoidance
thanmarginalunemploymenthaverecentlybeenaddedtwopositive
aims, e.g., maintenance of employment at a high and stable level and
maintainingahighlevel
of investment to promoteeconomic'growth.
The primacy of monetary and credit policy implies
that the money
supply of the communityregulates the level of expenditure.Keynes
argued that there is considerable elasticity in
the demand for money.
It has also been pointed out that the velocity of circulation of money
is not determined by factors' independent of the supply of money or the
volume of payments, that the impact effect of any change in the money
supplyis not on the level of payments at all but on the velocity of
circulation, and that' considerable changes in the 'money supply in relation to the national income can take place without inducing spectacular
changes in interest rates.
It has been argued that investment is insensitive to changes in the interest rate. In this view a rise in interest rates
mayaffectshort-terminvestment,e.g.,
in inventories,and the effect
wouldinanycase
be atemporary one,' but it could not deal with
inflationarypressuresemanating from othersectors,e.g.,insufficiency
of savings in relation to investment in fixed capital, budget deficits
or
export surpluses. Only drastic and spectacular changes in interest rates
could be expected for' various reasons to exertanymarketeffecton
capitalexpenditure.Butunstableinterestrateswouldembarrass
the
of short-term bonded
Government, which usually holds large volumes
debt;suchrateswouldalso
create anundesirableinstability
of bond
'

'
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prices, thus coming in the way of the effective functioning of the
capital market, and also. tend to raise the level of long-terminterest
rates. In this context the followingfindings of the Radcliffe Committee.shouldbe recalled: (a) Supplyofmoneyis,not
unimportant but
moneysupplyisonly
part of the wider structure ofliquidity in the
economy; (b) the decision to spend
depends
upon
liquidity-not
immediate access to money; (c) “during the last few years the volume
ofspendinghasgreatlyincreasedwhile
the supply of moneyhas
hardly changed”; (d) “monetary measures operate upon total demand
by means that disturb someinstitutionsandsomepeoplemore
than
others.”
The desirability of trying to maintainpricestabilityhasalsobeen
questioned,as it islikely to inhibiteconomicgrowth.
For weakly
progressive economies a regime of stable prices might mean low profits
and dampened down investment. Some economists have even held that
the objective of stable prices or falling prices may well be .regarded as a
luxury which only fast-growing economies can afford. “High”
or “low”
prices donot
matter. What matters israpidlychangingprices.
It
is held that imbalances are inherent in the growth process; the reflection
of theseimbalances will :be changes in the parity of sectoral prices;
“stability ofprices’’will
be out of the question.
A view which has been set forth.is that monetary and credit policies
represent at best crude and blunt instruments for controlling inflationary
anddeflationarytendenciesin
the economy. There is noselectivity;
they do not deal with vulnerable points; they disturb some institutions
andsomeindividualsmore
than others.Theyshould
therefore be
employed only in circumstances
in which, and to the extent to which,
no superior instruments of control are available.Thus,where
there is
excessivepressureofdemand,fiscalmeasures,morepredictable
and
immediate in operation, wouldbepreferable
to monetaryrestraints.
They have a more certain impact effect; this advantageis more precious,
the more drastic the required change. Again, situations involving wage
inflation not reflecting the general
forces,
e.g.,
excessive
demand,
making for rising prices,. could probably call for more efficient production and greater technologicaladvance. The process ofwage inflation
(rise in W / E , with W representing wagesand E efficiency) causes an
excess of aggregate money outlay over total available output. This may
be due to food shortages as explained below.
Thus in developed countries also there appear
to be various limita-
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tions to theeffectiveness
of monetarypolicyasan
instrument of
economicmanagement. It mightbeaddedhere,
to complete the picture, that in totalitarian economiesdelicateinstruments
of monetary
control are not needed at all, because of a system of rationing, allocations,quotas,turn-overtaxesandthelike.
The control of demand
doesnotpose
a seriousproblem. Here the whole apparatus of planning is supply-oriented, concentrating as it does on the capacity-creating
effectof
investmentand capital-output ratio. In thiscase the State
adjustsconsumptionandinvestmentdirectly
on incomeand,through
income, on consumption or demand.
Governmentrole in economicactivity

The modernsociety, if it isdefinedasaneconomicallydeveloped
communitycommanding
up todate
techniques of productionand
endowed with scientific modes of living and thinking, can be found only
in a relatively small part of the world so far as population is concerned.
The muchlarger part of the world,i.e.,thedevelopingcountries,is
characterised by primitivemodes of productionand distribution and
socialandeducationalbackwardnessas
wellas politicalimmaturity.
The problems in the fieldof social and economic policies in
the two
It isnecessary to make special
categories of societiesdifferwidely.
mention of two important differentiatingconditionsunderwhich
the
developing countries are striving to bring about their economic growth.
For one thing, the present-day developing communities are not in the
same type of social or technological milieu on the eve of their development as the new developed countries were in
the past. For the latter,
it was largely a question of fanning out into virgin territories, with no
precedent or competition or eveninhibition.Even
their socialphilosophywasnot
at variancewith their economic rationale so that the
former did not actas a drag on their economicexpansion.
On the
other hand the social and economic environment in which the presentdaydevelopingcountrieshaveinitiated
and are pursuing their programmes of development are vastlydifferent. The logic of economic
thinking,asalsothepolicyinstrumentsderived
from it, needin consequence to bedifferent from those in voguein the eighteenthand
nineteenth centuries. Besides, very few
of the developing countries are
immune to outside forces; their population is open to the influences and
impulses from the developedones,withthe
result,that the policymakers in the developing countries have to bear in mind not only what
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the prevailing internal economic situation dictates
but also the impact
of what transpires in the world outside on the forces within.
Secondly,asnoticedalready,
the nature of the economies of the
developing countries is characterised by pronounced market imperfections. Furthermore, the markets for factors and products are imperfect
andsuffer from lack of mobility, governed as they
are by inadequate
social overhead investment. The distribution of income and property in
these economies is highly skewed, which tends to distort the pattern of
demand for bothconsumptionandinvestment,
so that the prevailing
of
prices do notalwaysprovideguidanceforoptimumallocation
resources.
The implication of all this is that the market mechanism guiding the
allocation of productiveresources,suchas
is characteristic of the
developed countries, does not operate effectively in developing societies.
This in turn calls for. some conscious direction of economic resources
through the States'participation in economicactivity,with the object
of maximising the rate of growth over time. The growth of the public
sector in most of thedevelopingcountriesis
a reflection of this way
of thinking. Itis,, however,worthwhileremindingoneself
that the
is notaunique
dominatingrole of the Stateineconomicactivity
feature of the developingcountries.
In fact, apart fromtotalitarian
countries, many of the most mature developed economies,'like Germany
and Japan; also had a large degree of State sponsorship of. economic
activity at the "pre-take-off'stage of theireconomicdevelopment-a
stage at which most of''the developing economies are at present.
'

Objectives of economic policy

No discussion of appropriate policies can proceed -without identification of the objectives'of any policy that is proposed. Though the objectives of economic policy may vary from country to country and in the
same'countryfromtime
to time,there is aspectrum of objectives;
unique in each case, that a.country can adopt. The difficulty, however,
lies not so much in 'achieving any one objective as in ensuring a consistency among the different objectives. In mature industrialised countries, there is usually an array of policy objectives, such as stability
of
the pricelevel,stability
of the exchangerate,maintenance
of full
employment or economic growth and so on. As so often happens, the
achievement of anyobjectivealmostalwaysleads
to a conflictwith
the achievement of any or all of the other objectives. There is need,
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therefore, for sorting out which of these objectives should be considered
to be of paramountimportance
or, alternatively,tosearch
for an
optimum objective-mix.
In the developing countries, where an abysmally low standard of consumption is a stark reality, economic growth with equitable distribution
is necessarily at the centre of policy-making. In the process of achieving
that objective, prices have to rise and.in the process may' reach. undesirableheights or theexternalaccountmayget
into the red, as it
often does, leading to pressure on the exchange rate. To a very limited
extent,pricerisesmayhave
to betoleratedas
the concomitant of
growth, provided, of course, they contribute to
the furtherance of the
mainobjective.Indeed,
there werenofewinstances
in historywhere
stagnationwasassociatedwithpricestabilityandeconomicgrowth
withpriceinstabilityandadeterioratingforeignexchangeposition.
Thus, so long but only so long as the main goal predicated on a value
premise is achieved, the other objectives could be subordinated to it.
Basic to the formulation of monetary and fiscal policy in the developing countries is the understanding of the nature of the process of economic growth. It is. bynowcommonplaceto
attribute the severityof
theeconomicproblem
of theunderdevelopedcountries
to the low
income-lowinvestmentviciouscircle.
It is,therefore,argued
that a
solutionliesinraisingthesecountriesfromalowlevel
of investment
of 4.5 per cent of national income to a high level of, say, 12 to 13 per
cent. This is perhaps an over-simplified view of the process of growth,
which turns out to be much too complicated in operational terms. But
it does emphasise the need for a substantial and a rising rate of saving
and investment which hasto stem largely from internal efforts.
However, too much attention should not be focussed on investment
in the aggregativesenseas the sole generator of incomeandemployment, as we are accustomed to do in theindustrialisedcountries.
In
the developing countries the composition of investment is as important
as total investment, if not more so. Investment in the context of economic development does not merely imply addition to fixed capital and
inventories of. any kind. There has to be investment in human capital
also, likeeducation,development
of technicalskill and provision of
socialoverheadswhich are notgovernedbytheprofitmotivealone,
taken in the narrowest sense ofi the term. Also, owing to technological
immaturity, gestation periodsare apt to be longer.
The quantum and composition of aggregateinvestment is onlyone
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facet of the growth process; the other facet is represented by the total
rate of saving and its pattern. There are inherent obstacles in the generation of savinginunderdevelopedcountries,suchas
the largeextent
of the non-monetised sector, inadequate institutional facilities, inefficient
operation of the market mechanism and the misdirection of saving into
channels not desirable from the viewpoint of income creation. It is thus
the primary aimof economic policy to create the economic conditions
that can .give free play. to the powerful forces making for a rising rate
of saving. As in the case of the composition of investment, the pattern
of savingalsoacquiresacrucialsignificance.Asemphasizedearlier,
the State has a positive role
to play in the economic affairs of most of
the developingcountries.Thissuggests
that theGovernmenteither
through its fiscal policy or its monetary management would attempt to
appropriate a certain slice of the income for financing investment. This
can be achieved only if the pattern of saving is suitably modified through
appropriate policy measures.
The regulation of the pattern of saving and investment is also essential
on other considerations,which. are intimatelylinkedwith
the nature
of the process of growth. Economic development implies certain structural adjustments so made that a flowof resources is diverted from the
consumption goods sector to the. investment goods sector. It has to be
emphasised that suchatransition
is notsmooth or frictionlesseven
when the investment is financed by the currently available savings. The
rate of capital formation, if it is to become self-cumulative, has to be
substantially large, which means that a correspondingly smaller proportion of a rising output would be available for consumption. It is also
necessary that the resources be drawnintonewinvestmentthrough
appropriate price incentives. Apart from this, the process of economic
developmentissubjected
to the severepressures that emanatefrom
thelack of balanceamong the varioussectors of the economy,even
when the aggregatedemandingeneralisnotexcessive
in relation to
the available resources. A glaringexample of this is the laggingagricultural sector in most
of the developing countries like India, Ceylon,
Pakistan, the Philippines, Brazil, Argentina, etc.
The impact of a rise
in money incomes generated by new investment falls most heavily
on
wage goods which by and large are foodgrains, the income elasticity
of
demand for which is veryhighinmost
of thedevelopingcountries.
When, thus, the supply of these wage goods does not rise with
the rise
in money incomes, the prices of these goods tend to increase. The up-
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ward change in prices of foodgrains, instead of engendering an increased
marketed surplus, actually pares it down in the type of agrarian structure
that prevails in the underdeveloped countries. The rise.in food prices
thusbecomescumulative.However,
the risein food pricesdoesnot
remain confined to that sector for long. Since food forms a larger proportion of the expenditure of the wage earners, the wage rates in an
expanding industrial sector tend to move up, thereby transmitting what
isinitiallyasectoralimbalance
to the generaleconomy.Thistype
of
inflationarypressurewhichisacombination
of a“demand-generated
inflation of foodpriceswith
a cost-generatedinflationofindustrial
prices’’ is one of the peculiar, and also curious, features of the economic
development of the developing countries.
The imbalances in the development process are not confined merely
to the domestic sector; they ramify, perhapswith greater vigour, throughout the external sector of the developing countries, i.e., the balance of
payments. Structured as these countries are, domestic saving generated
there does not tend
to become a substitute for foreign exchange as in
thecase of moreadvancedcountrieswiththeirdiversifiedproductive
apparatus. This is because the internal productive mechanism with its
lack of know-how and technical skill in these economies does not permit
the acceleration of the manufacture of capitalgoods.
A far more
important factor making domestic saving a poor substitute
for foreign
exchange is the inherent difficulties faced in the promotion of their exports. Admittedly, quicker economic progress is dependent on the availability,eitherdomestically
or externally, of capitalgoods in adequate
amount. Thus when the developing countries formulate their development plans, they assume a certain expansion of their exports to finance
the imports of capitalgoods to supporttheirprogrammes.
It is, for
example, estimated that if the underdeveloped countries grow at a rate
of 5 per cent per annum-a target which the United Nations considered
exportshave to growby at least 1 0 percent
as a minimum-their
annually. But imports are often constricted in developing countries by
the relatively sluggish growth of their exports which are mainly primary
commoditieswiththeirwell-ufiderstoodhandicaps.
The mainimpediments to the growth of these exports lie, in the internal cost
and price
structure ofdevelopingcountriesasbetweenprimaryproductsand
manufacturedgoods,whichisallowed
to behighin
the case of the
latter, in order to encourage domestic infant industry.
An alternative to exportexpansion is importsubstitution.Though
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this provides some scope initially, it also tends to run into heavy weather
owing to the narrowness of the domestic. market. Import substitution
can be undertaken up to the point where the size of the domestic market
can sustain it; but once that barrier is crossed, further import substitution tends to bring about an increase in import requirements relative to
export capacities,either to maintain newly started industries at full
capacity production or because of the emergence of new industries with
a high import content. The balance of paymentsproblem thus gets
further aggravated.
The implications of these structural imbalancesshouldbe borne in
mind in formulating the appropriate monetary and fiscal policies.
The
process of growthis,as
stated earlier, rarelysteady and frictionless
even when ex ante total saving and ex ante total investment are matched.
The sectoral maladjustmentsresult in sectoral pressureswhichmake
theentire system a “disequilibriumsystem”, to quote Professor Galbraith. It wouldbe,therefore,misleadingalways
to identify the inflaionary pressures ,in the developing countries or their balance of paythe generalmonetaryinflation;
nor couldthey
k l ents problemswith
b e ascribedalways to the inadequacy of saving. In other words, the
“inflation barrier” and the “balance of payments barrier” both to some
extent appear to be ineluctable in most of the developing countries.
Thus, the logic of the growthprocess,asreferred
to above,pinpoints the trinity of the tasks before the developing countries: first,
regulation of the rate and pattern of saving; second, regulation of the
rate and composition of investment; and third, attainment of a balance
in the external account. The efficiency with which these three principal
tasks are achieved and the success that would attend it would decide
the balance that the authorities should seek to maintain in the developingcountriesamongcompetingpolicyinstruments.
Monetary policy in developing economies

In developingeconomies, the monetary authorities have to aid in
the process of monetising the economyby the creation of money so
that an efficient payments mechanism is available
for guiding the flow
of funds .for stimulating investment and production.
The role of monetary policy hinges on
two conditions.prevalent in
most of the developingcountries.
There is an excessivepressure of
population on the land, leading to the creation of whatisknownas
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disguised unemployment. Now this supposedly redundant
labour has a
certain“savingpotential”,meaningtherebythat
it cancontribute to :,
new investment and output without reducing its consumption below the
existinglevel. It is operationally feasible perhaps to utilisethis labour
for new investment and output, without materially raising its consumption above its existinglevel,byputting
it on new jobs and payingit
out of createdmoney.Since
it isassumedthat
the level of its consumption would not rise materially, new money s o created would only
help to actualise the savingpotentialassociatedwithdisguisedunemploymentandthuscontribute
to capitalformation
and create new
productivecapacity. Thus to alimitedextent,moneycreation
is the
instrument to redistributeincomeinfavor
of theunemployed.However, appropriate fiscalmeasureshave
to devised for inducing the
surpluses required from subsistence farming.
The generation of new money by the monetary authorities would also
meetyetanotherrequirementinanexpandingeconomy.With
the
increase in per capita income, the demand for money as an asset also
increases, so that alargerproportion
of additionalincomeisheld
in
money form. In such a situation, creation of new money only provides
a much desired outlet for freshsaving,whichthenbecomesavailable
for financing additional investment. It followsthen that the monetary
authorities in the developing countries can facilitate the growth process
through increasing money to an extent even more than
that of a rise
is a necessary,
in real nationalproduct.Anadequatemoneysupply
although not asufficient,condition
for economicgrowth.Thisis,
of
course, the general guideline, and the actual decisions of the monetary
authorities would vary with the kind of situation they are faced with.
A monetaryexpansionlarger
than therisein
real nationalincome
So long as such a
would certainly culminate in a moderate price rise.
price rise raises profit-income relative to wage-income it might assist in
raising the saving rate in the economy. More often than not, however,
the priceriserarelyremainssteady;and
it tends to escalate,thereby
bringing down the saving rate eventually.
Monetary policy has an even more crucial role
to play in aiding the
institutionalisation of saving and investment in the developing countries. fly
The pace of economicgrowthisdetermined
by the accumulation and
dispersion of financialassets, far and wide,among all layers of the
economy. In the rudimentarystage of backwardsocieties,investment
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decisions of anyeconomicentity
are limited tothe savingsof that
entity.When,however,
the process of economic transformation proceeds apace, the proportion of investment financed by internal savings
tends to decline and it is increasingly substituted by borrowing in indirect form from net saving entities, leading to the simultaneous expansion of financial assets and liabilities.
It is this process which requires
an impetus through the establishment of financial intermediaries, both
bank and non-bank, whose primary
'function is to issue debt of their
own by obtaining surplus funds from the net saving units and lending
them to the netinvestingunits.
The total deb3ccc;llmulation through
&this sort of institutionalisation of saving and investment tends to increase
faster in relation to both income and wealth
than under self financing
or direct financing. Accumulation 'of financial assets leads, by and by,
to .their diversification, with the growing preference of the new income
=?
earners for vaned types of financial assets as an outlet for their savings.
It is for this reason that the more advanced the economy is, the greater
is the proportion of savings of its householdsector in the shape of
financialassets.
Theratio of personalsavingsinfinancialassets
to
that of physical assets is close to 3 :1 in the United States, and I would
not be surprised if it is just the reverseinmany
of the developing
countries, if Indian experience is any guide.
The accumulation of financial assets also ensures a wider and a more
rational choice for savers and provides a more impersonal and efficient
mechanism for allocation of investible resources. The variegated nature
(of assets, with a different degree of risk and reward attached to each,
!!,brings forth a larger'amount of saving. Furthermore, the ownership
of these assets helps to minimise if not obviate the uncertainty of earning
income which prevails in
the absence of owning 'any assets and, as a
result, income earners are apt to savemore, despite a low per capita
income, than in a contrary situation. An efficient allocation of investible
resources .is assuredbecause of the operation of the financialintermediarieswhich are guidedbythesimpleandobjective
criterion of
maximisationofprofit.
It is in thiscontext that most of the central
banks in the developing countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America
have assumed in recent years important roles in initiating and developing financial institutions,' lending both long and
short, although such a
policy is considered to be unorthodox and unconventional in the lexicon
of traditional central banking.
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Instruments of monetary policy
Having thus set out the broad framework for the operation of monetary policy in relation to economic development, it is necessary to turn,
though briefly; to some of the instruments of monetary policy, such as
the interest rate, open market operations or selective credit controls.
Taking firstperhaps the mostimpartant-andalso
the most controversial-weapon, the interest rate, one can judge its efficacy, in developing countries, essentially from two sides : the viewpoint of saving and
the viewpoint of investment decisions.
Of the two, the 'impact on the decision to save or on the saving pattern is the more doubtful and unce'rtain. A rise .in the interest rate will
lower the price of a financial asset, e.g., bond
or share, and the .lesser
capital. outlaywouldleave
a larger portion of income for' individual
consumption. On the other hand,the assetholdermightdecide
to
attain the former level of assets through increased saving. The evidence
available from the savingbehaviourinsome
of the underdeveloped
countries, like India, Ceylon, the Philippines, etc., indicates, however,
of personalsavingis
in theform of
thatas muchasthree-fourths
insurance, housing and small business,: none
of which is directly governed by the consideration.,ofthe,interest rate. Moreover, the liquidityfunction is interest-inelasticto a considerable degree.
The impact of the interest rate on the decision to invest is important where thepublic. sectoroccupies a commandingposition,as
in
many of. the developing countries. Investment in the public sector is
predicated on certain assumptionsrelating to' the strategy of growth,
which in turn derives itsjustification from the application :of social
cost-benefit criteria. Having taken the decision on the ground.of larger
social and economicpolicy, it is not alwayspossible for the Government .in a developing country to vary the volume of publicsector
investment from time to time in 'response to variations in interest rates.
Furthermore, if it is a party to interest rate manipulation, it would
finditself in .the anomalous position of deciding to raise the interest
rate in order to limit investment and simultaneously of being concerned;
as an investor,withhow
to react tothe higher interest rates. This,
however,is
not to suggest that publicsectorinvestmentshouldbe
totallyimmune to the impact of'long-termrates. It is arguable that,
with a rise in long-term interest rates, the pattern of public sector investment,though not itsvolume,mightundergo
a responsivechange in
favour of less capital intensive projects.
'

'
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Of the other two instruments of monetary policy, viz., open
market
operations and selective credit controls, the former cannot bereally
classifiedas a pure instrumentofmonetary control asdivorced from
fiscal considerations. The purpose, nature and functions of open market
operations indevelopingcountries
are totallydifferent.Unlike
the
practice in vogue in developedcountrieswithwell-knit
capital and
money markets, open market operations are mainly used in the management of the public debt. The rationale for thisis to be sought in
the nature of the investment decisions and the character of capital and
moneymarkets.
In countrieswith partial planning, the financing of
publicinvestmentacquirescrucialsignificance.Sinceborrowingfrom
the public constitutes an important item in the patte.rn of financing, the
Government is preoccupied with the creation of a suitable climate for
smooth absorption of the sale of Governmentbonds by the public.
Naturally, therefore, thisconcernhamstrings the use of openmarket
operations as a technique of monetary control. Another reason is
that
the developing countries have a narrow market for Government securities, so that any change that emanates from open market operations
is apt to result in disproportionately wide fluctuations in the prices of
Government securities, without affecting significantly
the cash base of
commercial banks.
Turning now to selective credit controlsin their impact on saving
and investment,thesecontrols
as they are implemented, it has been
generally admitted, are negative in their approach and doubtful in their
impact, as it is almost impossible to ensure the end-use of credit flows
so that onlydesirableforms .ofinvestmentbenefit.
This is a general
limitationeven in the developedeconomies, like those of the United
Statesand the UnitedKingdom.Experienceindevelopingcountries
shows that suchmeasures are at theirmaximumeffectivenesswhen
they are associated with. a general restraint on credit, though this may
sound paradoxical. Perhaps this limitation is not felt to the same extent
in advanced countries where the emphasisismoreon
the volume of
investment than on its composition as a regulator of income and employment,although
the RadcliffeCommitteeheld
that,apart
from
special cases-such
as hire-purchase control-general
control of trade
credit could not berecommended.But
their verylimitationrenders
selective credit controls futile in developing countries, where balanced
sectoral investment acquires paramount significance for achieving rapid
economicgrowthwithoutinflationarypressures.
It isthisdeficiency,
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more than anything else, which calls for the intervention of fiscal policy
in the developing countries.
Can it besaid that monetarypolicywouldbemoreeffectivein
maintaining a balance in the external account of the developing countries than in the domesticsphere?Perhapsnot.Whileanalysing
the
nature of the growth process, I mentioned at the outset that the pressure
on the balance of payments of developing countries is not necessarily
and always due to the excessive general monetary demand.
It is more,
structural and is not to be explained in terms of general overvaluation 1
of currency in most of the developing countries so that it can be cured
by the obvious remedy of devaluation. It is more the overvaluation in
terms of prices of manufactured goods that matters, and this is better
counteredthrough the fiscalmeasure of tax subsidy.Devaluation, on
the contrary, would generate inflation in domestic costs and prices in
the sector of primary products which would percolate, sooner or later,
to the othersectors of the economy. The problem of the balance of
paymentsthus,instead
of beingsolved,wouldbeaccentuated,with
!deleterious impact on the rate of growth.
Moreover, there isanotheraspect
of devaluationwhichcannotbe
ignored. A recourse to currencydepreciation by any one developing
countryrelying for itsexports on primarycommoditiesasan“open
sesame” to boost exports would only harm the exports of its competitorswhichagain
are, byandlarge,developingcountries.Unlessthey
take retaliatory action in such
an eventuality, devaluation by anyone
primary producing country would culminate, through
the adverse change
in their terms of trade, in impoverishing the entire group of developing
countries while, at the same time, enriching the affluent manufacturing
countries. Here againeclecticismiscalled
for. The experienceis that
it is impossible to achieve selectivity through the operation of monetary
policy, unless recourse is had to a device of dubious value, viz., multiple
,! exchange rates, whichisrightlyfrowneduponby
the International
Monetary Fund.

,
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Instruments of fiscal policy

Fiscal policyisnosubstitute
for monetarypolicyinsofaras
the
enhancing of savingthrough the monetisationandinstitutionalisation
of saving-investment is concerned. The real opportunities for the effectiveoperation of fiscalpolicy are provided by the need of selectivity
in the pattern of savingandinvestmentand
the inevitability of the
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State initiated development programme. Moreover,
the implications of
fiscalpolicy are muchwider than those of monetary policy inasmuch
as the elimination of glaringinequalities in income and wealthis a
usually accepted major social goal in
the developing economies.
A high marginal rate of saving can be achieved through either diverting a larger proportion of national output towardssaving or through
0taxing the highincomegroups. Insofar as the highincomeearning
classeswouldhavesavedinanycase,
taxation of their 'income may
not contribute to increasing the flow of aggregate saving; but observation
of the economic situation in the variousAsianand
Latin American
countriesshows that the f l u e n t classesintheseeconomies
are often
prone to indulgeinconspicuousconsumption.
Apart from this,. in
economieswhereGovernmentis
a partner in economicactivity, the
diversionfrom private saving to publicsaving tends to become an
important precondition. It is on both these counts that a steeply progressive taxation occupies pride of placein the fiscalprogramme of
most of the developingcountries. From Keynes' General Theory on,
it has always been recognised that expenditures financed by progressive
taxation (effecting a redistribution of income) may raiseincomeand
employment.Morerecently
it hasbeenempiricallyshown
thatan
increase in tax-financed expenditure may be expansionist even though
'taxation has no redistributionaleffectonincome.
In other words, no
conomist believes that expansion should necessarily be deficit financed.
he extent to which indirect taxation can be pushed, however, is limited.
he point is soon reached when the price effects of such taxation tend
o be analogous to the price effects of money creation.
However, the imposition of sharply graduated income taxation may
not be suacientfor regulating the pattern of saving or raising the
saving rate. Efficientcollection
of incometaxesleviedthrough
an
Badequate machinery of tax administrationis o'ften a desideratumin
most of the developingcountries.
In suchcircumstances,thefiscal
authorities think of some other fiscal device, such as the tax on wealth,
which can curtail the spending power of the high-income classes.
The low level of per capita income in developing countries is often
the reason for not resorting -t6 indirect taxation as a method of raising
aggregate savings. In a growing economy, the level of per capita income
isalwaysrising,whichimplies
that the fiscal authorities shoulddivert
..-a part of the increased income to the fisc. The.essentiality of .this form
i 43
-]of
taxation 'depends ontwo major considerations. Firstly, it holdsin
'
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abeyance the pressure on the available supply of consumption goods,
'since the income elasticity of demand for imports in these countries is
invariablyveryhigh.
It alsohelps
to maintainabalancebetween
aggregatedemandandsupplyinregard
to the commoditiesinshort
supply,especiallysomeessentialconsumptiongoods
and the crucial
(kinds of investment goods.
Anotherfiscalinstrumentwhichhasagrowingpotentialityas
'a
generator of savingisprofits
of publicenterprises.Notlongago,
it
was considered that the publicenterpriseshould
operate on a '"no
profit-noloss"basis.Insofar
as the publicsectorinvestment of social
overheadtypesisconcerned,thisrulemayperhapsbeappropriate
because of the realisation of external economies which benefit the varied
kinds of other industries.Butelsewherethispolicy
is erroneous and,
with the expansion of the public sector, the area of profit accumulation
under the Stateshouldwidenand;sinceprofits
arethe. mainsource
of saving, public enterprises should be required to increase their profits
through rational pricing policies.
It has to be remembered that the magnitude of tax yields by itself is
no guarantee of the generation of saving. .One comesacrossmanya
Government in developingcountriesfritteringawaytheirresources
throughinessentialexpenditurein
a fitof euphoriagenerated by the
inflow of taxes. This is a danger to be avoided,. particularly when the
managers of publicfinance,bothpoliticiansandadminis'trators,lack
the same stakes in running the public enterprises as the private owners
of industry.
The distinctivecharacter of fiscalpolicystems
from its influence
on the pattern of investment. Taxation is
a much more potent instrument than monetary. policyin-ensuringdesirabletypes
of investment
and
curbing
the
inessential
ones.
Through
appropriate
investment
allowances, tax rebates, etc., the right kind of investment is encouraged
and at the right 'place and time, and the wrong kind of investment is
avoided. It isnot,however,alwaysclearwhatdesirable
or essential
investmentis.Moreover,
the policy of taxation or subsidyis apt to
be complicated and cumbersome
at times,"and as such its impact may
be diffused and lost al.together.
For these reasons, the structure of taxationshouldbesimple
and easilycomprehensible to the investors, if
the maximum benefit isto be derived.
While the efficacy of afiscalinstrumentincontrolling
the volume
and pattern of saving and investment is rarely in doubt in
the context
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of developing countries, it is even more potent in offering a solution to
the vexatious. problem of achieving, viability in the external payments
accounts. The structural feature of the production apparatus in these
economiesissuch
that the exportable goods,particularly new manufactured goods, are always at a relativedisadvantage in the international market vis-&vis the identical export goods from .the more developedcountries,owing
to the divergencebetween the marginalsocial
costandprivatesocialcost
of producing new manufactures.Though
herewages
are low, labour productivity.isevenlower.
Until this
activity tends to become economical with an expanded scale of operationand the. formation of skills, it needs to be nursed carefully. A
proper regard for this factor in the formulation of a fiscal policy can
overcome the handicap, e.g.,throughsubsidisationof
the production
cost of goods to be exported. It is in recognition of this. fact that the
GATT has permitted such practices in respect of developing countries.
On the other hand, .thesame reasoning underlies the casefor taxation
I
of some other export commodities of traditional varieties,. the foreign
3i demand for whichisinsensitive
to pricechanges.
Inthat case,any
reduction in prices of these goods would only. help to turn the terms
of trade against the exportingcountries.Governments of thesecountries therefore may tax those commodities and thus protect their export
earnings in terms of foreign currency. Alternatively,
the same purpose
isservedby the regulation of trade insuchcommoditiesthrough
the
instrumentality of Marketing Boards as have been
operating inmany
of the Africancountries. It is thus obvious that the disadvantages of
the export goods are rectified more selectively through fiscal management involving tax or subsidy than through a monetary .policy.
It isalsomorerewarding
to use the fiscal instrument to. regulate
the amount of imports and its pattern. For one thing, the higher tariffs
help to protect a domestic infant industry until its teething troubles are
over. But far more significant are the implications of tariffs on imports
forthe choice of appropriate methods of production. It isessential
that the developing countries import capital and intermediate types of
goods on a large scale for supporting their investmentprogrammes.
All the same, the ‘cost of such goods should not appear to be too low,
as it would encourage the use. of techniques,of production with a higher.
degree of capital intensity, which is what imported capital goods imply;
and in an economywith redundant labour supply,suchtechniques
wouldonlymean
an inefficientuse of available ‘resources. Butthis
.
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can be rectified through imposition of high tariff duties on capital goods.
Devaluation can also raise the value of capital goods but the superiority
of a fiscal measure, viz., the import levy, lies in its selectivity.
Import
duties when applied to nonessential consumption and luxury goods have
also the additionalmerit of enhancingthe rate of saving,since the
income saved through higher prices of imported goods would have been
otherwisespent.
Physical controls

The optimal operation of fiscal and/or monetary policy is possible
a smoothflow
inanenvironmentwhere
the marketisperfect,with
of factors of production. A certain change in monetary and fiscal policies either raises the price incentive in the 'form of cost of investment
or a consumptiondisincentive.Butwhenpricesremainimmune
to
theseinfluences,there.is
a case for some
conscious
direction
of
resources, not on the basis
of ruling ,prices but on a broader political
and social ideology. It is this point where physical controls discharge
an important function in allocating resources in developing countries.
Additionally,physicalcontrolshelp
to solve the basicproblemof
distributingscarceresourcesandattempting
to maintainabalance
between the varioussectors of .the economy. The impact of fiscalmonetary policy on the other hand is felt only at the second remove,
that is to say, after the decisions to save and invest have already been
taken. It isobvious that when the pricemechanismfails
to function
inadesiredfashionand
the scarcefactorsandcommoditieshave
'to
becarefullyconserved
and deployed,physicalcontrolssuggestthemselves as perhaps the most useful instrument of economic policy.
The sphere in which such controls operate at a high level of efficacy
is inregard
to the allocation of investibleresources.Throughan
the State
appropriate system of capital issues and licensing procedure,
can directly and expeditiously allocate resources along lines which have
ahighpriorityin
the growthprogramme. In most of the developing
economies, there is a planning machinery of one kind or another which
views the problem of growth in a certainlong-rangeperspectiveand
then chalks out a time path of growth,havingregard
to. the various
factors,economic,socialandpolitical.
In suchascheme
of things,
licensing of investment or the direction of physical resources. acquires a
top priority not only from the point ofview of conforming to desired
growth paths but also that of avoiding waste of scarce resources.
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The imposition of physical controls on imports is even more imperative. But.the investmentelasticity
of. demand,asalso
the income
'elasticity of demand for imports, in developing countries is very high,
andhence it respondsonlyslightly
to the price factor. With their
\
usually exiguous foreign .exchange resources, therefore, these countries
cannot. take anyriskinallowing.
the imports to beregulated by the
price consideration alone; hence the inevitability of quantitative restrictions on imports in these countries.
Yetphysicalcontrols
are not anunmixedblessing.
On a larger
.theoretical plane, these controls may appear to be the most acceptable
form of policy; but great difficulties are confronted in their day-to-day
implementation. The. subjective factors like
human
judgment
and
prejudices tend to be given greater weight than the objective factors of
need and utility. Even a'more severe limitation of physical controls is
the one 'that arises from the shortage of administrative and managerial
skill in the developingcountrieswhich
makes ' for their inefficient
administration. Further,there is a peculiartendency born of human
weaknesses which leads controls to beget controls. The Administrators
are prone to believe that the solution for anynew problem that they
are confronted with is to be found in the institution of fresh controls.
The logical consequence, then, .is that the. economic decisions are lost
in the maze of irksome and irrational procedures and rules without any
gain in the form of efficient allocation of resources.
'

{
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Summary
Let me nowbrieflysum
up. The nature of theeconomicproblem
in the developing countries is such that it, can be tackled only through
simultaneous adoption-and adaptation-of
the monetary-fiscal policies
and other instrumentsofeconomicpolicy,suchasphysicalcontrols.
There is no objective law which neatly demarcates the sphere of operation of ,each; in fact, the areas of their operations overlap and often
conflict. It may,however, be argued that, while monetary, policy is
more useful in monetising and institutionalising the growth process, it
in achieving a better balanceamong
is.fiscalpolicywhichsucceeds
competinginvestmentdemands,regulating
thepattern of saving and
maintaining a viable external account. The physical
direction
of
resources is at its best only at the margin, when the market imperfections do not permit the prevailing market prices to reflect real factor
scarcities.
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It isnot,however,easy
to generalise about the relative importance
of thesevariousinstrumentsofeconomicpolicy.Everycountryin
this respect, therefore, is
sui generis. Broadly,itcanbesaid
that the
choice
among
alternative
policy
instruments
is
governed
more
by
administrative ability, institutional features of the economy and political
sagacity. In asense,this
is an area more for anact of economic
statesmanship than for the rumination of an economist or the caveats
of the centralbanker.Buteconomicstatesmanship
is a scarcecommodityindevelopingcountriesin
the prevailingenvironment of impatience, the glamour of powerandwarpedjudgment.
All. such
handicaps imply a price to pay in the shape of slower progress if costly
errors of judgment are to be avoided.

* * *
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MR. BURGESS:I cansee that thoselastwords that Dr. Deshmukh
said find an echo in this audience. Let
me express our appreciation to
Dr. Deshmukh for this very thoroughgoing and careful analysis, which
reflectshisownexperiencesovertheyears,workingparticularlywith
developingcountries.
I amsorry that the exigencies of timedidn’tmake
it possible for
him to giveyouafullerexposition.Hispaperis
more complete. It
isavailableinfullherein
the hall,and will be circulated bythi,s
organization. We shallget it out aspromptlyaswecan
for wide
study,because I know that it.has in it a great deal
of material that
has never been put together in this form before, recording
the experience of India and other developing countries.
Nowwe turn to a representative of a developed country, where
the
problems are different and the points ofview are, perhaps, also different. I amsurethis
will
give
us
an interesting
contrast-another
development of the same broad principles. .
There is oneverydelicatepsychologicalsituationinhumanlife.
When you have had a job and then you have a successor, to have an
objectivejudgment
about the performance of yoursuccessorisa
very difficult feat. It is easy to think that your successor is good,
but
not quite asgoodasyouwere.One
of the. greatestsatisfactions I
have had in recent years is to have had two successors in my job in
the Treasury of whom I have been very proud, because they have done
it most recently is
their job so superbly. And the onewhohasdone
Robert V. Roosa. You havehisfullbiography
in front of you. I
won’t read it to you, but givehimall
the time.Mr.Roosa.

,
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to repeat again the mixed feelings of awe and of continuing
responsibility that we allsurelyfeelinmeeting
here. to honor
Per and to do what little we can to carry forw.ardinwhatever
waywe can the tradition and the spirit of creative monetary management which he epitomized.
He has done much to condition the thinking and the action in which
any or all of us have participated. I think, as wereflect on the great
range of wisdom and of case-hardened experience that Dr. Deshmukh
has justpresented, we canseethereinmuch
that isnew,new
in its
thought and in its implications for us. He alsoexposed further many
of the threads that we had begun to see and many of the visions that
we at times thought we weredimlybeginning to understand, through
the wide-rangingandperceptivework
that Per did for all of us. So
that it iswith a .sense here of continuinginallhumility
that I turn
from this scholarly presentation and try to say a few words about some
of economic policy,
aspects of monetary policy within the framework
as seenfrom the United States.
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One of the many of Per's frequent remarkswhich burned them.selves 'into my consciousnesswas that we alwayshad to rememberevery central banker had. to remember-thathis
job was not that of
a completely free agent. No, insteadhe
had to recognize thatthe
central bank's function, at any stage in the evolution of his own economyand of the worldeconomy,itstaskwas
to adapt to the broad
aims of economic policy adopted by his own nation, by the community
in which it was functioning.
And at the same time, Per would also stress,. that,as central bankers
it is our responsibility to remind the other arms of governmental policy
" o u r colleagues anywhere in public life and
our colleagues anywhere
-that there w
ill onlybe short survival for anyeffort in the field of
economicpolicywhich
attempts to ignore,sidestep or displace the
elements of monetary discipline.
The central bank is not wholly free to pursue an independent course.
But onthe other side,noarmofgovernmentis
free to determine
objectives and pursue them without regard
for the ultimate necessities
imposed by monetarydiscipline,as
Per so broadlyand so effectively
interpreted that discipline for us.
And it is in this dual way that we have to interpret the experience
of the developingcountries,as
Dr. Deshmukhhas so excitingly and
effectively presented it to us. And it seems to me that the ,comparisons
are closer than the contrasts. When we turn from the lessons of India,
ashehaspresentedthem
to us so clearly, to thosewhich I want to
comment on only briefly, relating to the United States, I am not going
to use the written text, in the hope that I can morequicklyskim
forward, so that there will be a few minutes left for the questions that
I know you are eager to ask of him.
But in the review of American experience and its relevance to this
same broad., unfolding formation of monetarymanagement
in the
context of governmental economic policy, the first point I would like
to makeis that the evolutionstillcontinues.
It is my own biased
view that the United.States has in the last five or six years been itself
passing through a phase of economic development which is completely
unprecedentedandwhich,
in a way,couldbesaid
to extendbeyond
that which has been experienced by any other highly integrated, complex,industrializedsocietyin
the modern era. And, if I canspend a
few minutes defending that proposition, I would like then to go on to
suggest, ,as a second principal observation, that this has led the pattern
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in the evolution of monetary policy-within
the framework of governmental policy in this country over recent
years-to
take a form which
to many,conditioned in the experience of other countries and ,other
stages,hasseemed,
if not unorthodox, at any rate adventurous, and
perhaps to some irresponsibleor careless.
I want to try to indicate why it is, 'at least as I have seen it from
one little window, thatthe evolvingnewaspects
of monetarypolicy
in the United States, have, I think, significance.for the'long-run future
of everycountry
as ' it reaches the kind of complex interrelations
amongsectorsand
'interdependence with other nations that I think
has been represented in the' experience in this country over these few
recentyears.
But then, having dealt briefly with those two broad matters, I want
quicklyandforcibly
to recognize that there are someveryprofound
problems and. issues that arise 'out of this new stage in the nature of
our problems, and in.the. way in whichwe deal withthem.
These
issues are going to require careful and searching, probing thought and
experimentation, and I a m ' afraid I will only. be able
to hint at what
I hope may be the lines, along which some of them may be resolved.
As has been true in all economic history, the real answers are clear
only after the event:
Now, to turn to the nature of the process that hasbeenevolving
in thiseconomy in thesefewrecentyears,
I think its most striking
and yet often least recognized
characteristic is one that I hope it will
continue to deserve for a few' moreyears at least. It is the implication that has beenconveyed for the nature of the economic.process
here by the' fact that relative price stability 'has now been maintainedand I hold my breath when I say now, at least up until the last ."few
weeks, and I trust that this will continue-that relative price stability
has been 'maintained for .a'period of six, seven
or eight years, if you
. .
wish to be generous in the indexes that you use.
And .the 'most significant derived result 'has been that; in an atmosphere. of price stability, we have at the same time generated flows
of
liquid savings which 'were, by any standard in the ,history of mankind,
unprecedented, beyond all bounds.
We did, of course,derivetheseas
a by-product of a remarkably
expanding gross national product,' but it is significant that in terms of
those liquid savings ordinarily identified. in our thinking-as. the sources
of pressure on supply or the ,fulfillment of .demand:in the open 'capstal
.
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market of a developed country, that these forms of liquid saving over
the yearsfrom
'60:.-to '64, increased bytwo-fifthswhile
the gross
nationalproductincreasedbyone-fifth.Both,
of course, are striking
figui-es.
But the fact is that available and freely usable liquid funds, diverted
into the financialmarkets of the country,wereincreasing
in relative
terms twice asfast as the gross national product.
This itselfis
to meanewstagein
the evolution of the highly
developedmoderneconomy.
And, if I canskipovermost
of what I
havetried to alludeto in the writtenpaper, I wouldjustgeneralize
by suggestingafew
contrasts. And I wouldwarnyou
that allthese
statements are grossoversimplifications.
I realize that. I hopeyou
will indulge me in it. But the comparison that I would make is between
that development of greater savings in the United States and conditions
still prevailing in most of the European countries and many of the other
developedcountries of the world-r
rather, morenearlydeveloped
countries; we are none of us developed: their pattern in relative terms
has been one of relatively high investment demand and relatively low
savingsavailability.Whether
the savingsavailability,statisticallycomputed,waslow
or not, the channeling of availableliquidfunds
into
the free moneymarket for marketallocationwithinthoseeconomies
hascertainlybeenrelativelylow
in contrast tothe surging and still
pent-updemand,reaching
out on allsidesinthosesamecountries.
As the European countriesmovedforward
to fill in oldground, to
reach out into new product territory, the propelling force of internally
generatednewinvestmenthasbeen
the dominantinfluence;savings
in relative terms, domestically, have been lagging, so that we have had
high investment and low savings, to put this in my framework of gross
oversimplification.
On the other side, in the less-developedcountries,thosewhere
the
developmentprocessisamajorpreoccupation,
we havehadlow
investment and low savings.
In the UnitedStates,inrelativeterms,ourproblem
has brought
usaround the circlemuchcloser to the problem that Dr. Deshmukh
has been describing. Ours is the problem of low investment alongside
high savings. The results of this, both in terms of such mirrors as the
levels of interest rates and in terms of such more worldwide implications
as the performance of our balance of payments,havebeen
that the
highvolume of savings in relation-Iam
talking in relative terms,
of
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course-to .the relatively low pace of investment in the United States,
has been a spilling outward of our savings in forms that for many years
provedbonstructiveandhelpful
.tothe expansion of an outer world
beyond the United States, where, as you remember, I said investment
wasrelativelylow,low
in the developingcountries,low in the more
developedcountries.
There was a clearneed, in the broadesteconomicterms,
for this
pattern of redistribution. There was a cleareconomiccompulsion for
it to occur so longas markets were in anysenserelatively
free and
the United States was alone .as an island of price stability, while expansion of various kinds in other parts of the world was rushing forward.
The UnitedStates was the one countryable to continue to generate
savings on the .massivescale that I havejustdescribed.
This may, as we .look back on it 10, 20 years, 30 years from now,
seem to havebeen
a fortuitous combination of circumstances,and
trivial. Nonemuch of our current concernmayseemtuhavebeen
theless,those of us wholivedthrough it know that many of the byproducts, and certainly the balance-of-payments aspects, have been far
from trivial.
But it hasmeant
thatthe UnitedStates hadto develop a new
balanceamonginstruments of economic.policy.And so to comment
very briefly on. this second of my three major themes, what it meant
was not that we could pursue, as one would expect in a low-investment
economy, an aggressivelyeasymonetarypolicy.
Our balance of paymentswould not permit this. We had to findinstead the answer in
the stimulationofinvestment
through raising the incentivehorizon
across the wholespectrum of investmentdecisions.We
had then to
turn experimentally to fiscal techniques, which, as they were developed,
at timesseemed
to implyrisks
of fiscalirresponsibility,incurring
conscious deficits, additionally enlarging possible future deficits, at times
when the national government's accounts were still out of balance.
And yet the results thus far havecertainlyjustified
the kind of
analysis on which this rested,
although.there has . been .less attention
given to one other very significant implication of this analysis. This is
that, whilethesedifferences
inthe pace of economicdevelopment
werestillgoingon,
the route toward a more stable and sustainable
equilibrium among the nations of the world,wouldprobably .include
"-once we weresuccessfulin
the greaterstimulation of .investment
demand-rising
interest rates, as there was a greaterabsorption of
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our hugesavings into domesticinvestment.Butthiswould
be the
natural course of events.Thiswouldnothavebeenanartificially
induced or contrivedinfluence
on rates. To continuehigherrates
would only have been
an unfortunate imitation in this environment
of
policies which were perfectly appropriate in other environments. Higher
interestrateswould
be quiteappropriatein
the environments of the
other
developed
countries,
where
investment
was
rising
ahead
of
savings, where there had to be the kind of restraint that took the form
of higher rates of interest and where it could be said, although no one
can ever trace causation fully in these fields,
that perhaps the fact of
central bank restraint was in some part responsible for the higher level
of these rates.
b y . our having
But our immenseflow
of savingswasgenerated
achievedtheconditiontowardwhicheverycountryaims
or tries to
aspireto, that is,pricestability.Thehighsavingsgenerated
by price
stability, giving us a volume of savings in excess of our going absorptive capacity, created balance
of paymentsdifficulties.But
it was certainly true that theanswerinthisenvironmentcould
not be-in
the
interests of every trading partner of the United Sates, as it would have
be l o have imposed an artificial
been in our own interest-should not
scarcity. of funds by trying to absorb, to dissolve, to destroythose
savingsthroughakind
of brutal monetarypolicywhichcouldnever,
in the face of this internal generation of mammoth savings, have reached
effective margins.
No. The answer had to be found in generating the 'same influences
for producinghigherinterestrates
that are now producingthemin
Europe., It had to be the stimulation of demand, not the artificial
contraction of savings. Nor would we want to get the answer through
aresumption of priceinflation in the UnitedStates,drying
up the
savings incentives which otherwise provide such an enormous sustained
potential for ourselvesand for the world. So we had then to find a
newmix for thisphase ofUS
economicdevelopmentbetweenfiscal
and monetary policy, and at the same time, as I tried to' say at greater
length in the paper, we had to findotheruses for debtmanagement;
and we found a place as well for the use of guidelines in limiting outflows of capital. We also used guidelines to influence within reasonable
bounds the settlements of wagedecisions,
to minimizewithinthis
continuing environment of price stability the risks that we' would break
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the spell through sustained increases in
wages that would exceed productivity.
Through all of this, the role of monetarypolicy has been indeed a
differentone. It certainly has notbeenwidelyunderstood.
The best
evidence of that is the.frequentlyheardquestion
: why.doesn't
the
UnitedStatesraiseinterestratesandsolvethewholebalance
of paymentsproblem?Afterall,
Europe isprosperingwithhighinterest
rates?
The answer, of course,isin the causation. Wewould like nothing
better than thosesamehighinterestrates
if theycamefrom
the side
of demand for investment. But they have to come that way, not through
an artificial constriction of the supply of funds, through an extinguishing of the savingswhichpricestabilitywasgiving
to us,andnot
to
other countries.
So that we had to pioneer, and in the pioneering we also encountered
new issuesas wellasaneed
for reaffirmingcertainprincipleswhich
h,avebeentestedtimeandagaininourpastexperienceas
we went
through other phases in the evolution of our modern; form of economic
society.Thisbrings
me to my thirdmaintheme
: areview
of the
issues raised by this new experience.
The first arises because for sometime there has been a kind of ready
compatibilitybetweenmonetarypolicyandpromotivefiscalpolicy.
This has been interpreted as an implication that monetary policy could
at all times remain passive and relatively inoperative. That, interpretation we must.be certain. to avoid. And as
I tried to explain at much
greater .length .in. the.
paper, as we get closer to the real aim, as
our
successbecomesgreater,. (as it currently is) inpromoting the investment that we need to sustainthesehigh,unprecedentedgrowthrates
in the grossnationalproduct,as
wecome closer to thetimewhere
investment, demandproduceshigher
..interest rates, we have to be
certain that we don't then. confuse the natural process of causation with
an injunction. to thecentralbank
to just then, pump moreliquidity
into the system.
The liquidity that has come from the savingsinducedwhileprice
stability.wasretained.wasonething.Buttheinfluence
that would
come .from anartificial . generation of centralbankfundssuperimposed ,on the flow of savings, which would show itself,in higher prices,
would :be just as wrong;. in my judgment,as,it would .have been to have
8
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taken the opposite course, so often urged on us by many of you during
the earlier period.
So that it is essential to reaffirm the need for an independent judgment and execution of policyin the monetaryfieldby
the Federal
ReserveSystem. There willcomeatime-wemay
be approachingit
now-when
there will berisks
of an apparent conflict rather than
continuousharmoniouscoordination
of monetary and fiscalpolicy.
Wemay at somestage,havingpassedthrough
the current phase,find
the capacity to promote the rate of investment that willkeep
the
economyagainutilizing the highersavings that it nowgenerates.We
may,likelywillsoon,findourselvesinthepositionwhere
the central
bankmustreassertagain
the sameroleasgovernor
at the margin to
see toit that none of thissurgingdomesticdemandbreaks
out into
priceincreaseswhichmightjeopardize
the realgainswhichwe
have
enjoyed so much over these past years.
In this wewill have to be carefullyrevising our policy aims.We
are going to have to becontinuallyreviewing the role of our various
policy instruments, and we
are going to have to be continually relying
on all of the devices and procedures and understandings developed over
recent years, to shore up the balance of payments implications of what
is,in fact, in the terms in which I havedescribed it, for the current
phase,a fundamental disequilibriumbetweentwostagesin
the evolution of relativelydevelopedeconomies-a
fundamental disequilibrium.
between the United States and Europe, one for whichexchange rate
adjustmentwouldhaveonlybeen
a futilegesture of despair,whereas
more fundamental correction had to come from the sustained generation
of greater investment demand in the United States. The implementation
of the techniques,withmanyimperfectionsandslippagesandtime
lags, has thus far been reasonably effective. From now on it is going to
bemoredifficult.We
are re-entering the phasewhere our similarities
may be closer to Europe than to the conditions that Dr. Deshmukh was
describingin India. But the role of thecentralbank
isgoing to be
crucial in this phase, as
it has been in Europe, through its own recent
experience, and it is even possible, in my own view, within
five years,
that the positions of Europe and the United States may be reversed.
*

*
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The written text submitted by Mr. Roosa for his lecture on this
subject follows.
Per Jacobsson often counselled his central banking friends never
to
forget that monetary policy was an .aspect of a country’s overall ,policy.1
He meantthis, it alwaysseemed to me,asatwo-sidedproposition.
One side was that monetary policy itself must be formulated with full
regard for allotherelements of publiceconomicpolicy;
it couldnot
pursueseparateobjectives.
The othersidewas
that allpublicpolicy
affectingeconomicaffairsshouldconform
to thoseessentialelements
of monetarydiscipline for whichthecentralbank
has become the
recognized guardian in most modern economic societies of the western
style-from
Japan, to Latin America, to Scandinavia. ’.
The balance between monetary and other policies will inevitably differ
among countries, to be sure, and for any one country
the appropriate
“mix”amongpolicieswillvarywiththephasing
of its owncyclical
fluctuationsandthecharacter
of its ownlong-rundevelopment.But
there are trendswithinthesevariouspatterns
that have to besorted
out for critical appraisal, from time
to time, to provide the basis that
democratic societies need’for reaffirming, or revising, or reforming their
ownuses of economicpolicy. N o onecouldaccomplish
that sorting
out and appraisal more perceptively and effectively than Per Jacobsson
himself. It ismostfitting
that theselectureshonoringhismemory
should be addressed to a task for which his own worldwide experience
and his intuitive sense for the changing tides of world affairs fitted him
so uniquely.
His example also gave another kind of guidance to those who might .
venture into the.foothills of mountains that he wo,uld have conquered.
For as he said, he found that he could most effectively “elucidate the
role of money in adynamiceconomy
by reference to the concrete
situations in which countries have found themselves in
the past and at
present .”
Myowneffort,accordingly,willcenter
on therole
of monetary
policy, and more narrowly on the role of the central bank, as seen from
and in relation to the United States over the past several years-though
hopefully some of this experience may have some relevance elsewhere.
1 See, for example, PerJacobsson,
Bome Monetary Problems-International
and National (London, Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 13, note 1.
2 Per
Jacobsson,
Znternational MonetaryProblems,
1957-1963 (International
Monetary Fund, Washington, D. C.,1964), p. 31 1. ( A reprinting of theArthur
K. Salomon Lecture, delivered at New York University, February 19, 1963.)
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This will leadme,first,
to a fewcommentson
the problems of the
United States economy over recent years and some of their policy implications;next, to a description of someaspects of the newlines of
policy that have evolved to meet these needs; and finally, to an appraisal
of the significance of thesechanges for the future roleandrange
of
centralbankingintheUnitedStates.
While this willinevitablyalso
lead me to some comparisons with other countries, I should give fair
warning in advance that my characterizations of them, as indeed of the
UnitedStatesaswell,willbegross,
though, I hopenotmisleading,
oversimplifications.
I . A New Stage in Economic Development

It is my parochial view that a new stage in the evolution of modern
economicsocietywasreached
by theAmericaneconomytoward
the
end of the decade of the fifties; that this required in the United States
notanabandonment
but an enlargement of many of the established
doctrines of “classical”economics,includingthoserelating
to central
banking and monetary policy; and that this underlying structural change
within the UnitedStatescoincidedwithequallyprofound
but more
familiar kinds of changes both in the other industrialized countries and
in the lessdevelopedcountries.
The coincidence of thesechanges
occurred in such a way as to exaggerate, at least thus far in the decade
of the sixties, an apparent three-sided conflict among ( 1 ) the traditional
formulas for monetary discipline, (2) the special responsibilities. of the
United States dollar as an international currency, and ( 3 ) the monetary
policy appropriate to whatisnowbeingcolloquiallycalled
“the new
economics” in the United States.
What had happenedwas that the United States, by the end of the
decade of the fifties--having avoided a postwar collapse of the 19291933 variety, hav’hg weathered a series of relativelymildrecessions,
and havingenjoyed
a remarkable postwarexpansion-succeeded
in
achieving for the fist timein the postwarperiod the pricestability
that represents the fulfillment of monetary discipline. Insofar as public
economic policy had been responsiblefor these results, they were largely
attributable to the central bank, though its action to be sure had been
usually supported by the ExecutiveBranch of the Government.Both
sides of Per Jacobsson’s injunction had apparently been fulfilled; there
was a mutual reconciliation. of policies by the central bank in the
political administration.
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Buttherewasgrowingconcern,mostnotablywithin
the Federal
Reserve itself, that central bank'influence upon bank credit was being
expected to-do too much toward maintaining overall economic stability
.in the United States. And there wasgrowingawareness
of the latent
potentials for other public action to remove obstacles and to stimulate
therenewal of sustainedeconomicprogress.Therewasalsogrowing
alarm over the rise in the volume of unemployment that had occurred
in spite of the economic expansion and the attainment
of relative price
stability, particularly in view of the propect that further additions to the
labor force would be coming along
at an annual rate of one million or
moreover
the decade of thesixties.Anddramaticeventsin
the
autumn of 1960 forcefullyawakenedtheUnitedStates
to the fact
that, .for the first time in generations, it had a serious balance
of payments problem.
Moreover, the United States had. also begun to experience a remark-'
able rise in savings brought abaut by rising incomes in an environment
of price stability-increases
that were in time to raise the annual gross
savings of households.andcorporationsbynearlytwo-fifthsover
the
four years after 1960, while the gross national product.would be rising
by one-fifth.. In effect, after a.long period of relatively heavy investment
andlaggingsav,ings,
the UnitedStates.hadentered
a new phasein
which, in the relative magnitudes then prevailing, investment was comparatively low and savings were enlarging rapidly. These circumstances
differed significantly in their policy implications from the conditions of
the other industrialized countries which remained in their postwar posthe disparity
ture of relativelyhighinvestmentandlowsavings(with
aggravated within many of them by the continuance of small and fragmented capital markets) . The less developed countries rounded out the
contrast. Where the United States had low investment and high savings,
and the other industri.alizedcountries ,had highinvestment and low
savings, the lessdevelopedcountriescharacteristically
had both low
investments and low savings, and were in continuing need
of imported
capital to spur their development programs.
It should not.have been expected that countries in these three fundamentallydifferentsets
of conditions,allpursuing
further expansion
during their sixties, could achieve a viable equilibrium in
the flows of
payments among them by following identical policies. Yet the prevailing
concepts of balance of payments adjustment, while making room for the
specialcircumstances of the lessdevelopedcountries,regardedallof

.
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the industrialized countries as alike. Actually, these concepts
had been
focussed mainly on the conditions affecting the flow of goods, usually
assuming that proper domestic policies affectingthese flows would cause
capital flowsamong the industrializedcountries to followalongasa
passive balancing item. But such adjustment had always also presumed,
in addition to free flowsof capital, that there would be fluctuations up
and down in wages,prices,employmentandoutput
to bringabout
balance among the payments of the industrialized countries. However,
moderneconomicsocietyisinsteadorientedtowardlimiting,even
preventing, the downwardside of suchfluctuations. As aresult,once
current account convertibility was widely achieved by the end of 1958,
much more of the actual burden of effecting balance came to be placed
upon capital movements.
Most of the industrializedcountries,recognizing
the implications
of thischange,retained
or broadenedtheirowncontrolsover
capital
outflows.Some,"whosemarketswerefragmented
or cartelized,could
relyinsteaduponconstraints
or frictionswithin the structure of their
capital markets to obstruct outflows that might have jeopardized their
ownbalanced or surplus position.But the UnitedStates,committed
to the generalfreeing of capital marketsalongwith
the freeing of
trade, and conditioned to a position of dominantstrength that had
earlierbeenimpervious
to external strains,keptitshighlyefficient,
competitive and diversified capital markets open-as
the volumeof
internal savingsbegan to growfasterthan
the domesticinvestment
which could absorb them.
As a result, outflow3of United States financial capital were to become in effect, increasingly, year by year during
the sixties, the activebalancingitem
for the accounts of the rest of
the Western world-providing
in turn a large increase in foreign holdtraders whoneeded
ings of dollarbalances,notonlybybanksand
them, but also by some central banks which were not always content
to hold more of them.
The UnitedStatesthusentered
the decade of the sixtieswith a
combination of opportunities, needs and problems that was unique in
modern economy.
the evolution of a highlydeveloped,industrialized
It had for the timeachieved price stability. It had begun to realize
the great gains in the efficient allocation of resources that price stability,
if maintained,couldbring
to a mechanized,automated,highlycompetitiveeconomy.
But it had also begun to experience the domestic
and international consequences of aslackeningin
the momentum of
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itsowninvestment,whileitssavingsrose
to unprecedentedvolume.
The challenge confronting the United States was to find a way, through
the intermingledinfluences of publicpolicyand
private enterprise, to
maintainpricestabilitywith
all of itslonger-rangepotentials
for the
sustained strength of the Americaneconomy,while at the sametime
promoting sustained growth, reducing unemployment, moderating cyclical fluctuations,andbalancingits
international accounts.
The UnitedStateshadbegun
to wonder,too,by
the beginning of
the decade of the sixties,whether it might not soonbecomeoverextended in its international banking role. Just as it was to seek new
support domesticallyfrom other elements of publicpolicy for tasks
which had fallen too heavily on the central bank alone, so,with respect
to the services performed by the dollar for the rest of the world, perhaps the United States should begin to seek support from other industrialized countries that had reached newpositions of strength both in
their economic performance and in the size of their monetary reserves.
So long as the United States balance of payments remained in serious
deficit, however, there would always be room for doubt as to whether
the UnitedStateswasmerelyseekingtemporaryrelief
for its own
position, rather than structural improvement over the long run for the
international monetarysystem as a whole. The emphasiswithin the
to be placed, therefore, on determined and
UnitedStateswouldhave
lasting restoration of a strong balance of paymentsposition,while
financing the remainingdeficitsduring the transition back to balance
in ways that would not be disruptive to othercountries around the
world.

IZ. Evolving New Linesof Policy
So long as the self-propelling forces of expansion within the United
Stateseconomywerevery
strong, inflationarypressurewereendemic
and public policy appropriately emphasized the limiting of cumulative
excesses in order to hold the expansion within sustainable bounds. In
the later fifties,however, just as the insidiousinfluence of creeping
inflationwas for the first time beingovercome, the upwarddrive of
the economy lost momentum. Investment remained relatively unchanged
fromyear to year. Each recession had leftbehind a higherlevel of
unemployment. It becameessential,therefore,
to shift the emphasis
of economicpolicy.
Instead of' the curbing of aggregatedemand,
whichhadinitiallyhelped
to bring about the long-desiredprice sta-
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bility, there wouldhave to be newmeasures to stimulate increases in
aggregatesupply.
That was the bestwaynotonly
to sustain price
stabilitybutalso
to fulfill the nation’sothercommandingobjectives
of optimum employment and growth and a balanced payments relationship with other countries.
Moreover,notonlyAmericantraditions
but also the remarkable
results of pastperformancerequired
that anynewmeasuresminimize
the directintrusion of publicpolicy into the details of the individual
decisionsmadebyhouseholds
and businesses.Thiswas
no occasion
for a turn to national economicplanning.
The Americaneconomy
hadlongoutdistancedall
others in respondingreadily to the widely
diversified and frequently changing tastes and the continually enlarging
demands of the consumer. And aconsumerorientedeconomymust,
if it is to grow and flourish,relyupon
the directingstimuli of the
market to guideinvestment and output. Consequently,UnitedStates
economicpolicycontinued
to beconcentrated,asmonetarypolicy
traditionallyhasbeen,
upon influencing the frameworkwithinwhich
a vigorous market economy could flourish. This meant
that, whatever?
the new methods of economic propulsion which might be found, they
shouldexert their influencebywidening
the incentivehorizons for
individuals and for businesses. In addition, in accord
with
good
Jacobssonianprecepts, the essentials of monetarydiscipline also had
to bemaintained.
That is, there wouldhave to be an overall but
permeatingcheck upon anyunsustainableexpansionby
the United
States, at home or abroad.
In its effort to evoke the needed additional output, the United States
mighthaveinitiatedmassiveincreasesinGovernmentspendingfor
generalpurposes, or it mighthaveencouraged
large wageincreases
in excess of productivity to swelleffectivedemand.
But any approach
that could gain its positive effects only through
the possible impact of
an increase in aggregatedemandupon
the expansion of production
wasincomplete.
Its resultsmightonlyhavebeen
the resumption of
anupwardspiralling
of prices. In the UnitedStateseconomy
of the
earlysixties, the cruciallink in the causalchainwas, it seemed, the
decision to produce and, underlying that, the decision to invest.And
if real production was to be enlarged on a sustainable basis, the producer had to havenotonly
the prospect of added:narkets but also
some lasting improvement in his .own incentives. He needed the assur-
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ance that hisownexpansionwouldbewelcomeas
a fulfillment of
publicpolicy.
Whatthismeantwas
that unit costsmustcomedown,
not rise, if
It meant that
priceson the averagewere to remainrelativelystable.
anygeneralincreasesin
labor or other costsshouldfallwithin
the
scope permitted by rising real productivity, and thatthereturn
on
capital should also rise correspondingly. It meant that the prime force
for the foreseeable future would have to be the stimulation of improvements in productivity, and that would include the elimination of existingobstacles to greater productivity. The expansion produced by this
course of action could then be expected in time to lead to increases in
Governmentspending to meet the publicrequirements of a growing
economy, and to provide the source for lasting increases in real wages.
This was the diagnosis for which a new publicpolicyhad
to be
prescribed. The traditional stimulus for promoting business investment
would. have been a substantial enlargement of central bank credit and
a generaleasing of the credit and capital markets. Butthe newly
enlargedvolume
of savings
was
already
at work,keepingcapital
by the cenreadilyavailable. Continuation of an easymoneypolicy
tral bank, though perhaps useful in a supportingrole,could
not. be
the new primary force that was needed if there was to be a mutation
in the rate
of investment, and subsequentlyinspending,in
order to
shift the growth trend of the Americaneconomydecisivelyupward.
to be other' propellantsas
well-withnewand
There wouldhave
persistingimpact. These were found principallyin the great potential
forstimulation that could be brought about through reforming the
structure of the Federal taxsystem.
Through a sequence of actions,stimuluswasgivenfirst
to investment, then to personal incomesandbusinessprofits,andfinally
to
sales of consumergoods. The introduction of modern and advanced
equipment was spurred by a special tax credit for investment initiated
in 1962, and by a major revision of the standards of depreciation
acceptable for tax purposesbeginningin
that year. Later,' beginning
in 1964, significantreductions in income tax rates made possible the
release to familiesandfirms
of a larger proportion of their earnings
forspending or savingastheymightchoose.
Andthen in 1965 a
series of reductions. began in excisetaxes,aimed
at loweringprices
to the consumer and therebystimulatingbuying.
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Meanwhile,aspricesremainedcomparativelystable,yearbyyear
during the sixties, the annual growth of gross national product in real
termsadvancedsharplyand
the volume of savingsexpanded further,
assuring an abundant supply of capital funds to finance rapid increases
in investmentbyprivateenterpriseandlocalgovernments.Federal
deficits declined a.s the revenue losses implied by the tax changes were
soonoffsetby
the enlarged tax yieldsfrom the larger incomesand
sales of an
advancing
economy.
The Governmental
deficits
that
remained,thoughdecliningyearbyyear,wereallfinanced,
in effect,
from the sameenlargedvolume of savings. that wasamplyfinancing
the new high volumeof investments.
The formulation of guideposts for wages andpricesby
the President’sCouncil
of EconomicAdvisers,oftenidentified
as “incomes
policy”, added another important dimension
to the new array of public
economicpolicies.Byindicating,
for all to see, the averageincreases
in productivity from which
any.real increase in the returns to labor,
or management, or capitalwouldhave
to come, the guidepostsprovided a substantive meaning to the appeals that various Presidents and
otherhighpublic
officials had oftenfeltcalledupon
to make for
“responsible”actionincollectivebargainingandproductpricing.
As
guidance for all, not as a directive for a few, the United States version
of an incomespolicycan
be a major factor in enabling labor and
management to reachsettlements that wouldavoid a recurrence of
cost-inducedinflation.
On the balance of paymentsside,progresshasbeenslower.New
programs initiated in 1961 were intended to bring results slowly enough
to avoiddisruption for othercountries
and yet steadilyenough to
assure not only that balance would be achieved but also that it could
besustainedover
the long run. Theseprograms,reinforced in 1963,
hadachievedmany
of. theirintendedobjectivesby
1964 andthe
deficitshouldthenhavebeeneliminated,had
not newoutflowskept
developingthrough the capital accounts. For the same abundance of
savingswhichwasoriginallyevokedbypricestability
and rising
incomes, and which had beenfinancing the upward thrust of investment and thereby helping in turn to further sustain price stability and
expansionwithin
the UnitedStateseconomy,
had also overflowed
from the United States into other countries. Although the central bank
had,beginningin 1960, beendoingwhat it could to edgeshort-term
interest rates upward in order to minimize the comparative attractive-
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ness of rates in other active money markets, over those
in .the United
States, and although that effortwascontinuallyreinforcedthrough
Treasury debt management, the remarkable flow of savings’ nonetheless
kept the general level of borrowing costs in this country co,mparatively
low and stable throughout these years.
Only the introduction in 1963 of a taxon purchases of foreign
securities by American investors, and in 1965 of a voluntary restraint
programforbank
loans andbusinessinvestment
abroad, havebeen
able to stanch the outflows.’ The surplus achieved -in the United States
external accountsduring the second quarter of 1965 as capital outflowswere
sharply reduced-whileaffording
no basis for relaxing
effort in any of the many sectors of the country’s balance of payments
p r o g r a m a o e s provide telling evidence of the strength which the. United
of paymentspositionwould
have beenshowing
for
Statesbalance
some time if the added capital outflows of recent years had not occurred.
The longer run implications of thesecapital movements for thefunctions
of the central bank, in relation to other arms of economic policy, are
among the most troubling issues for the future-to which
I will return
shortly.
For the firsthalf of the decade of the sixties,however, the central
bank, at least as I interpret the record, conceived its part of the new
national program as three-fold:
( 1)

To continuerelative credit ease, and enable the commercial
all
bankingsystem
to employitscapabilitiesfullyalongside
other sectorsof
the financialcommunityin
support of the
needed acceleration of investment in inventory, equipment and
construction;
(2) To retain the close contact at the criticalmargins that would
permit a turn toward less ease, or to outright restraint, gradually
or abruptly as appropriate, if financialforcesbegan
to exert
an inflationary impact on aggregate demand and on prices; and
( 3 ) To maintainspecialwatchover
the nation’sbalance of payments position, concentrating its o m action, in ways consistent
with its other objectives,
upon deterring outflows of funds that
couldenlarge the deficit, and upondeveloping a network of
relations with other central banks designed to protect the dollar
and the international monetary system against speculative attacks
from any quarter.
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Meanwhile, in collaborationwith the Treasury and other Executive
Departments, the Federal Reserve also began work toward developing
those further improvements in the internationalfinancialsystem
that
can, in time, shift some part of the burdens of reserve asset creation
that are now carried s o largelyby the dollaron to the shoulders of
other leading countries.
All of these developments have represented, it seems to me, a wise
broadening of the scope of central bankresponsibility. But theyalso
involve dangers, as the overlap becomes wider between central banking
and other sectorsof economic policy.
I I I . Issues for the Future of Monetary Policy

The necessary preoccupation of economic policy with the stimulation
of fresh expansion in the United States economy during the decade of
the sixtieshasextendedGovernmentalactivitybeyond
the customary
heavy dependence upon the central bank and brought fiscal policy forward to a prominenceneverbeforeacknowledged
in thiscountry;
hasbroughtgreate,rrecognition
than at someearliertimes
that the
management of the Federal debt can exert a useful, general economic
impact, in addition to meeting essential housekeeping requirements; and
has given birth to an incomes policy for the United States-an
orderly,
forcefulexpression of the publicinterestimplications
in the private
determination ofwages andprices on the national level. In addition,
though the central bank itself hasalsoplayed
a large part here, the
a temporary and special program of balance
United States has created
of paymentsrestraint,relyingonguidelines
of voluntarycompliance
to moderateoutflows of capital and encourage inflowsof
funds and
earnings.
All of these enlargements of economic policy were developed within
the Government in consultationwith the monetaryauthorities.
The
nature and timing of action in any policy sector was, for the most part,
harmonizedwith the prevailingpolicy of the central bank. And the
combined result emerging from the effort on all sides met the acid test
of monetary discipline-pricesremainedreasonablystable,
no disruptive speculative excesses or distortion appeared, and the new expansion
of the United States economy was kept within the bounds of orderliness
and sustainability.
Moreover,
the economy
expanded
strongly
and
unemployment shrank reassuringly.
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Thissubstantialenlargement
of effectivepublicpolicy,
both within
andbeyondareasformerlyreachedbythecentral
bank itself, carries
.withitseriousquestions
for the future :
( 1 ) In terms of institutional arrangements, will the Federal Reserve,

or should it, become more closely identified with the Executive
Branch,in order to assure the fullcoordination of policies?
(2) In terms of policyaims,shoulddomesticgrowth
take priority
over international balance?
Or growthitself take priority over
stability? That is,shouldemphasis
on growthconsistently be
given the benefit of any doubt over policies designed
t o minimizefluctuations?
( 3 ) In terms of policyinstruments,canthere
be clearlines
of
demarcation as to the kinds of purposes for which each of the
newlydevelopedapproachesshould
be used? What kinds of
interrelations might be expected to evolveamongthem?More
specifically, to whatextent can a flexibleeconomicpolicy
be
expected to relyuponnewlegislativeaction,uponadministra'tive or regulatoryaction,anduponguidelines
for voluntary
compliance?
(4) In terms of the UnitedStatespositionin

the worldeconomy;
what are the prospects for any lasting resolution of two dilemmas that have been of demanding importance during the sixties
and for which none of the new approaches has as yet developed
comprehensiveanswers?

(a) The dilemmabetweenmaintenance
of open and highly
developedcapitalmarketsfor
the immenseflows of savingswithin the UnitedStates,on
the oneside,andcontinuance. of a de .facto inconvertibility for outward. capital
movementsbymostothercountries,
on the other;
(b) The dilemmabetweenmaintenance
of adequatemonetary
reserves for the national requirements of the United States
and continuedaccess by therest of the world to these
samereserves, and to the .dollar, as the principalsource
of addedreserves for the international'monetarysystem.
It seems to me that the recentexperiencehasalreadyprovided
glimpseofdiscerniblelinestowardaconstructiveresolutionof
of theseissues,inways
that couldpromiseevengreaterresults

a
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economic policy in the performance of the American market economy
in the future. .But-there are also moreshadowylinestowardserious
trouble. I wouldlike to conclude this lecture by noting a fewof the
dangers as well as some
of the more hopeful possibilities.
( I ) Institutional arrangements

As to institutional arrangements, the risks inherent in the overlapping
ofnew and old economic policies in
the United States call for a firm
reaffirmation of the fundamental proposition that the Federal Reserve
mustremainindependentwithin
the Government. Its basicfunction
mustalwaysbe
to serveas
the country’sconscience,commanding
respect for monetary stability-which is indeed only a puritan’s euphemism for maintaining the environment of orderliness in which all the
markets of a vasteconomycanbekeptfunctioningmostefficiently
together in order to produce’and distribute the greatest possible output
yearafter year. That ‘requires, as .the UnitedStateshasalwaysprovided, a unique status for the .central bank outside of the direct chain
of Presidential command.
Intimacy and frequency of contact are essential to avoid unnecessary
coilisionsbetweenmonetarypolicy
and the rest of economicpolicy.
Mutualinterchangewidens
the awareness of both sides to needs or
responses that should betaken into account. Butthe subordination
of the central bank would destroy an integral part of the “checks and
balances’’ structure’of our Federal Government. The Federal Reserve,
operating within a framework of duly constituted legislation, musf be
kept as the steady voice of monetaryresponsibility through changing
politicaladministrations.SomewherewithinGovernment
there must
beassured participation by someentityspeciallycharged
to express
the underlying and lastingobjectives of the nation amidst the inevitable succession of transitory pressures created by heightened excitement
inimmediatecircumstances-pressureswhichmight,unlesscautioned
andconditioned, lead on to action that would traducethe nation’s
long-runobjecitves.
In the wider areas of publicresponsibility, that
is the function of the Constitution and the Courts. It is no far-fetched
analogy to suggest that
the narrower area of economic policy, that
is the function of the FederalReserve.
In the unusualcircumstances of the past severalyears, ‘Federal
Reserve policy, independently determined, has followed a course which
.
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was closely related to the main actions taken by other arms of economic
policy. But itsaccordcouldneverbetaken
for granted. There had
to be, and was,respect on eachsidefor
the separate responsibilities
of eachinworkingtoward
the commonoverallobjectives
of each.
The outcomewas a harmonization but not an integration of policies.
This is the way theserelationshipsshouldcontinue.
(2) ~ g ~ aims
c y

As to policy aims, the lines for avoidance of grave conflict are also
already visible in the recent experience.
The need is to .sort out those
linesandhold
to them. There needbeno
real conflictbetweenthe
domesticobjectives of the UnitedStates
and attainment of balance
initsforeignaccounts-apartfrom
the important andserious problemspeculiar
to the twodilemmas
to which I will return later.
The petulance sometimes .expressed in the United States over the way
in which balance of payments pressures or the international obligations
of the dollar seem to be thwarting legitimate domestic economic objectives is, in my view, a kind of emotional escapism from the hard choices
inherent in economiclife.
Forthe UnitedStates cannot realistically
practice an economicisolationism. And actuallyanyspecialpressures
related to the dollar’s role as a world currency have for the most part
simply heightened an awareness of the “balance of payments discipline”
that had to be faced in any event. In meeting the tests of international
viability, just as in fulfilling the conditions for the effective functioning
of the market economy, the UnitedStatesisin
fact bestequipping
itself for sustained growthat home.
Nordoes the recentexperiencesuggest to meany continuousneed
toput policiesaimed .at promotingexpansion ahead of policies ‘for
moderating cyclical upswings or downswings. Early in the sixties, the
need for a new thrust toward greater expansion in the United States
was s o great that the economy could for a time expand rapidly along
any lines which the flows of new energy would follow, without seriously
risking either the overheating of’thewhole economy or the overcharging
of somesectors.But
that phase willalsopass.
The Federal Reserve
has already, as I mentioned earlier, lessened its credit ease somewhat,
presumablyin order to be in a position of readiness to leanagainst
any excesses that may appear. But it could also more effectivelymove
from this position toward pronounced ease,
if a convergence of slackening forces should temporarily occur
in the economy.
,
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There will, I feelsure,continue
to beneed for a changing“mix”
of policiesaimedin
the succession of future events at moderating
of abreak
fluctuationsaround the economy’srisingtrend.Evidence
away from price stability will probably be one
of the most significant
earlywarningsignals.But
the greatestdanger, I suspect,willcome
fromhesitation on the part of politicaladministrations to recognize,
at anyparticulartime,
the need that a healthygrowingorganisms
occasionally has for a pause-not
a setback, but an interval for consolidation and regrouping while relatively little further forward advance
takes place. If the natural occurrence of the intervals needed for such
sorting-outshouldbemisjudged
by the politicalauthorities, and if
heavyadditionalforcesshouldthen
be trundled out to propelnew
growth, there might indeed be a, return to the unhealthy boom atmosphere of over-exhilaration. Bui for that, theonlyanswer -is that “the
watchers must watch themselves.’’
( 3 ) Policy instruments

As to policy instruments, it seems to me most likely that the central
bank,consistentlyreinforced
to the extentpossiblebydebtmanageof aiding
ment,willsoonsettlebackmainlyintoitsaccustomedrole
the stability of the economy by working against the cumulative force of
cyclicalpatterns,
in eitherdirection,upward
or downward.Fiscal
policy, with expenditure policy at times supplanting tax policy, seems to
fit best in the place that hasbeencreated
for it over these past few
years as a primary force for fulfilling the expansionary potential of the
marketeconomy.
Such an approximateandflexibledistribution
of functionswould
agreewell,too,with
the continuedreliance of monetarypolicyand
debtmanagementuponadministrativedecisions,variablewithinrelatively short periods of time, and operating within a framework of general legislation. Fiscal policy, by contrast, must no doubt largely remain
dependentuponspecificCongressionalenactmentsaffectingtaxesand
expenditures,asrecommended
by theExecutivein
the light,among
other considerations, of the current momentum of the economy. Usually
slower to start, and more cumbersome to reverse, fiscal policy can best
be directed to provide underlying propulsion for the economy.
The scope for incomes policy, or for such other temporary reliance
on guidelinesasthecurrentvoluntaryrestraintprogram
for the balance of payments, will depend, it seems to me, upon the capability of
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the other arms of economic policy for maintaining necessary, supporting conditions, both in terms of the economy’s cyclical fluctuations and
its long-term trend. Any
attempt to elaborate either type of voluntary
approach throughdetailedlegislation,
to be carried out by detailed
administrative determination, would in the United States pose a serious
threat to the scope for initiative and individual variation that is inherentlyrequired
for the. vitality of a marketeconomy.
Yet in the
intenselycompetitiveAmericaneconomy,withprice
leadership an
inherent concomitant of the large size that hasbecomenecessary for
many establishments in order to achieve maximum efficiency. in many
of the major industries-from
the side of both management and labor
-theremvstbeways
to providesomealternative
to a continuous
sequence of upward ratcheting in the wages or prices of near rivals.
It seems to me that so long as monetary and fiscal policies are being
directed to maintain an appropriate environment of expansion without
inflation, thereby narrowing the open area over which certain key businessdecisions. can beexpected to range, the final patterns of such
decisions can become reasonably responsive to a voluntary effort. The
success of economic policy over recent years in maintaining price
stability, for example, has created an environment in which guideposts for
overall wages increases have at times been crucially useful in avoiding
settlements that couldotherwisehavecaused
an outbreak of cost
inflation. At any rate, in my own. view, effort along these lines offers
much more promise, and less ultimate risk to the sustained functioning
of a market economy, thanthe mereenjoining of managementand
labor to be “responsible”-which has
so often led only to debilitating
industrial strife, partly for lack of a clear indication as to the meaning
of “responsible” from the public interest point of view. In these terms,
the “guidelines” sectors of economic policy may become a vital part of
theusefulinfluenceswhichGovernment
can exertfromtime to time
upon the framework within which a market economy can flourish.
’

( 4 ) The stubborndilemmas

(a) Capital flows and the role of interest rates. The single most disturbing cause of the imbalanceinUnitedStatesaccountsoverthese
recent years, and the one,for which none of the traditional precepts of
international adjustment suggests an effective early answer, is
the tendency for capital to flow out of an economy which has relatively stable
prices and high savings toward those economies which block or impede
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the outflow of their own capital, which.have in any event a greater need
for capital in relation to their own savings, which are also often undergoing some. internal inflation and which thus offer significantly higher
rates of interest.
The answer of traditional thought,articulatedover and overagain
with a kind of moral assurance by critics who did not seem to be aware
of the fundamental nature of the newstage that wasreached in the
evolution of the American economy in the early sixties, has been simply
to raise interest rates in the UnitedStates. That thisadvicesprings
from such a lack of understanding is 'revealed by the frequently heard
comment that, after all, Europe has been enjoying remarkable expansion while paying high interest rates, consequently similar high interest
rates should not deter expansion in the United States. The difference,
of course, comes in the causation. Any economy must, if its expansion
driveis in a self-propellingphase,anditssavings
are relativelysmall
or imperfectlyallocated,experiencehigher
rates of interest. And in
such an economy, subject to the chronic inflationary tendencies of high
growth rates, it is quite normal for the central bank to apply restraint
-a restraint which seems to some to be a primary cause, and is certainly at least a contributing cause, of .the higher level of interest,rates.
But .there is no comparability between those circumstances
and the
position of the.United States in the early sixties. Here, ,the.need has
been to stimulateexpansion. Here,. there was no excss of investment
demanding pulling interest rates upward, while assuring a continuance
of vigorous -growth. Here, anymarkedrise
in interest rates during
recent years would only have been
attainable by a drastic cutback in
the supply of savings, forthe UnitedStates after. 1961 wasalready
doing everything it reasonably could to stimulate the demand for capital
by promoting internal investment. And that stimulation, marked as its
results have now been, has still produced no rise of interest rates whatsoever because it has been paralleled by the burgeoning savings of an
economy enjoying price stability.
The scale of central bank retrenchment that would have been necessary to accomplish a major upward s.hift of interest rates in this country,
once the supply of savings had reached magnitudes in the early sixties
that actuallyexceeded the total amount of the gross national product
of most other countries, would have been calamitous in my judgment,
not only forthe UnitedStates butforthe
worldeconomy.
That is
because interest rates, just as other prices, cannot be sustained at levels
d
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that are very far distant from those dictated by the underlying supply
anddemandsituation.
And as Per Jacobson wrote in 1917, “. . . it
would hardly be possible to devise a measure less calculated to increase
industrialprosperity than the maintenance of the rate of interest for
borrowed funds at a level higher than the real rate.”
What then is the prospect? The brightest,but still mostelusive,
wouldbe a dismantling of trade barriers that permittedtheUnited
States to increaseitsexportssufficiently
to offsetanydeficitin
its
accountscreated by the outflow of financialcapital. Or in time,perhaps as the expansion of the United States economy continues, capital
demandmayreachsuch
an intensityhere as to bringaboutsome
relative increase in the level of United States interest rates. But
if the
pace of increase in savings continues to be encouraged by a continuance of price stability, that pattern offers comparatively little hope for
anadequateresolution
of the .dilemma. Nor can foreigiiborrowing
in interestrates
demandbecome so largeas to causeageneralrise
here that couldbring an equilibriumonaninternationalscale.
For
even though foreign demand can be expected to continue pressing on
the American economy, ways will have to be found to keep the dimensions of that demand which the United States can permit to .be fulfilled
within the limits permitted by the overall United States balance of paymentsposition.
There may, in quite another direction, be some room
for hope that
the fragmented b d underdeveloped capital markets of Europe will, as
has so much of European industry, follow the path toward “Americanization”. Once efficientlyorganized,the
European marketscouldincrease the availability of the savingsnowarisingthere
for meetinga
broaderrange of the European investmentdemands,correspondingly
reducing that part of the demand that is now reaching for the savings
of the UnitedStates. And if ‘those conditionswerefulfilled,perhaps
more of the European countries could consider a true opening up of the
blocked capital markets that now prevail in most of Europe, and possibly some amalgamation among them. That, in any shorter-term sense,
seems the most promising route toward reduction of foreign dependence
upon the United Statescapital markets.
Another possibility is that the rate of economic advance in Europe
and elsewheremaybegin to slowdown,asindeed
in somecountries
3.Some Monetary Problems-International

and National o p . cif., p. 8.
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it already seems to be doing, and that prospects may improve there for
price stability. This in turn might mean some relative lessening of
the
European demands €or capital along with a relative rise in the European
flow of internal savings. Perhaps there might then be grounds for some
easing of central bank policyin the othermoredevelopedcountries,
and in time some of them may even find themselves in the position of
the United States inthe early sixties.
Butthese, of course, are all conjectures.Theyshow the outline of
possible equilibrating tendencies but offer no assured promise of early
solutions. There will for sometime, I fear, have to be unwantedand
intrinsicallyundesirablelimitationsonthe
free flowofUnitedStates
capital abroad-until some
of these possible equilibrating trends begin
to take shape. Meanwhile, there is one conclusion of which I personally
it will
feel certain. The central bank in the UnitedStates,though
surelycontinue to do all it can to promoteandmaintainbalance
of
payments equilibrium, could not solve this.fundamental dilemma by any
action that lieswithinitsmeans.
That does not represent a lack of
will, but the impossibility of treating the problems of the new phase
the methods
in the economicdevelopment of the UnitedStateswith
appropriate for quite different circumstances-those
of the central bank
that is faced by a sustained balance of payments deficit when its economy is self-propelled and fully employed.
( b ) The dilemma of'the dollar as a reserve and national currency. The
emphasis which the United States could give to any suggestion for innovation in the international monetary system during the early sixties had
to centerclearly and explicitly, at leastuntilequilibriumwasassured
for the United States' own accounts, on erecting new defenses for
the
dollar to be used in resisting speculative pressures created by international developments, and onstrengthening the existingresourcesand
capacity of the International Monetary Fund. Meanwhile, so longas
the dollar remained the major reserve currency, and there was no practicableearlypossibility
of bringing the currencies of other countries
into a direct sharing of the reserve currency functions provided by the
United Kingdom, and the United States, this country resisted piecemeal
approaches to major reform. However well intended, these could only,
in the circumstances, create uneasiness or unrest, and in that way. interfere with the functioning of the existing international monetary system.
Instead, the United States joined actively in the practical enlargement
of existingarrangementsamong the centralbanks of variousleading
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countries-withstrikingresults
in resisting the waves of speculative
disturbance that soonfollowed the widespreadrestoration of current
accountconvertibility at the end of 1958. It encouragedandparticipated in a remarkable broadening of international financial cooperation
among the financialofficials of governments,aswellas
the central
banks, most notably within the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development. And it helped to initiate a series of probing studies,
under the aegis of both the International Monetary Fund and the
Ministers of the Group of Ten, into the nature of the existing international monetary system and its possible
future needs.
The outcome of all these efforts, now that the United States balance
of payments is showing some reassuring signs of strength, is that negotiations can begin to succeed the studies.Increased attention canbe
given by governments to the dilemma posed by the heavy dependence
of the rest of the worid upon the samedollarand the samereserve
that must also meet the national needs of the United States economy.
Hopefully, new progress will emerge following the meeting of the International Monetary Fundthat has justbeenconcluded.
I havejust
published in book form my own views on the implications of this aspect
of monetary policy in the -United States, so I will not try to reproduce
them here in a lecture that has already become overlong.
I do want to stress the conclusion, however, that the United States
dollar will undoubtedly continue to be used, and probably increasingly
used, as a vehicle currency for handling the payments requirements of
the bankers and traders of the world. I also believe that it will continue
to serve, at least on the present scale, as a useful and reliable reserve
currency as well. And I a m certain that in all events the United States
will keep the $35 gold price immutable.
The world is growing too fast to remain dependent primarily upon
the expansionofonecurrency
for itsreserves. It has for more than
twentyyears,since
Bretton Woods,beeniplplementingmultinational
facilities for lending reserves to countries for meeting a part of the
needs created by the swings that dynamic change inevitably brings
in
their individual balance of payments positions. The time is approaching
to channel. similar multinational effort into the further creation of the
reserves that can beearned and owned.
l
ibe to find ways in whichthe other more developed
The great need w
countriescancontinue
thetrendthat
beganunder
Per Jacobsson's
leadership in 1961 when ten of the leadingcountriesjoinedin
the
'
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General Arrangements to Borrow as a means of reinforcing the reserves
of the International Monetary Fund. An important next step willbe
to findsomeway
of enlarging the participation of countriessuchas
these in further support of the international monetarymechanism
through'mutual contributions toward the creation of a generally acceptablereserveasset.
In time, I feel sure that additionalmeans will be
agreed upon for some creation of additional monetary reserves, just as
there will be continued expansion of credit facilities, not only bilaterally
butmoreimportantlythrough
the International Monetary Fund. It
will be essential to enlarge both kinds of liquidity to serve the requirements of a growing world economy.

* * *
This surveyhasbeenable
to includeonlyselectedaspects
of the
.evolvingrelationsbetweenmonetarypolicyand
other elements of
economic policy, in only one country. Incomplete though
it has been,
I think the experience that it represents does point toward five important conclusions :
( 1 ) The United States has

entered a new .phase in the development
of moderneconomicsociety,requiring
an enlargement of the
scope of economic policy-for
both domestic and international
objectives.

(2) Domestically,thismeans
that fiscalpolicyandincomespolicy
will henceforth
function
alongside
monetary
policy-fiscal
policy,primarily to generatestrongergrowth;incomespolicy,
primarily to avert cost-inflation; and monetary policy, primarily
to moderate cyclical swings.
( 3 ) Externally, because of structural disequilibria in the investmentsavings
relations
among
the industrializedcountries,capital
flows are likely for sometime to be a cause of imbalance for
the UnitedStates, and the usual role of monetarypolicyin
effecting adjustment will have to be supplemented in other ways,
including the observance of voluntary guidelines.
(4) Internationally, the monetary role of the United States.dollar in
providing world liquidity will be increasingly augmented by the
further development of credit facilities and the additional crea. tion of reserve assets, notably through
the International Monetary Fund.
.
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( 5 ) .The fundamental role of monetary discipline will continue as a

primary. condition for the exercise of allarms
policy.

of economic

In all of this, the world will be following the Per Jacobson tradition
-assuringmonetaryadequacyin
a context of monetarydiscipline,
evolving new methods for the assurance of that monetary stability which
is essential tothe peace and prosperity of allnations in an era of
unequalled economic expansion.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Written questions were submitted to the speakers by members of the
audience. Each Qf the two principalspeakersdealtwiththequestions
addressed to him specifically, as follows:

DR.DESHMUKH:I havetwoquestionshere.One
is: Can India
affordslowerprogress,even
to avoid a costly error of judgment?
I 'said that slower progress is the price that you pay for the various
handicaps that a developing country suffers from.
And if you attempt
to attain greaterprogresswith
the means at yourcommand,you
are
not able 'to achieve it. That is to say, if you are rash, for instance, if
you create credit more than is necessary, then you lead to consequences
which finally involve very high social costs,
and in a society like India,
social costs will certainly be going ,,against the main objectives of the
social and economic policy espoused by government; namely,
that the
rich will be richer and the poor will be poorer.
Therefore, it seems to me that progress,even if it is pedestrian, is
preferable to inevitabledistortions of theeconomywhichwilllead
to more serious consequences.
The answer, I think, doesn't lie in the field of economics so much,
so far as slower progress is concerned, as perhaps in
the field of population control. In other words,when the gross, national product is
divided up among a papulation growing at a very high rate, then what
you see is slower progress;
that is to say, low per capita incomes, low
rates of growth, and s o on.
But if successful measures were to be taken with regard to population control, then, it seems to me, that whilstavoidingcostly errors,
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you would be able also to accelerate progress s o far as the raising of
per capita levels of living are concerned.
The other question is : Would not an important active and vigorous
generalmonetarypolicymake
it easier tooperate. selectivecontrols
without hampering growthand development?
I alreadysaid
in my statement that a generalmonetarypolicy
operates in a different way in regard to selective controls than is done
in the Indian situation. Here that has to be a moreeclecticprinciple
and a moredirectapplication
of selectivecontrols,which
are not
dependent on the regulation that is brought about by a general monetary policy.
Nevertheless, in recentyears,ascontrastedwithpreviousperiods,
in India, there havebeenattempts
to matchselectivecontrolswith
the manipulation of monetarypolicy,particularly
the interest. rates.
I think therefore, to a certain extent, the principle which is involved in
this question was already considered within the limits, of course, of the
sort of developingeconomy that India is. In other words,onemight
say that the economygetsmoresophisticated,
there is a greater recognition of the use and possibile advantage of an ‘alert-I don’t know
about vigorous, but an alert generalmonetarypolicy,inconjunction
with selective controls.

* * * * *
MR.RWSA: I have four questions thatare basically the same; I
will read themquickly,becausetheyallpointcertainly
to the same
I
answer.
One is : When do you consider that central bank policies do influence the flow of liquid funds in an artificial way, and when don’t they?
Another: To whatextent do I think that the supply of savingsin
the United States isat all price elastic?
Another is : Is it correct to believe that the high rate of savings was
unrelated to monetary policyin the United States?
And the fourth: Does the recent high flow. of savings in the United
States represent, to some degree, credit creation by .the central banking
system?
The best way to pull all those together in a single reply is to say that,
of course, the central bankingsystemwasadding
to the supply of
money and the availability of credit over this period. It was, however,
doing so throughmuch of the periodwithsomewhatlessreadiness,
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somewhat
decreasing
readiness
of availability
from
1961 onward.
Nonetheless, through each of the years in terms of the grand aggregates
of additional funds, attributable to various sources, the banking system
as a wholedidprovideadditions
to the flowof
funds. Data of the
Federal Reserve Board showincreases that ran 17, 18, 19 or 20 billion each year.
This was the contribution of the banking system as a whole, superimposed on many other forms of additional liquid savings in. the economy, so that I, by no means,deny that there was an increase. The
increase, of course, was much of the time resulting in a growth in the
money supply that was rather well related, of course, most of the time
to the growth in gross national product. So, of course, the test is thit
this is entirely appropriate so long 'as thereis not only a widespread
underutilization of resourcesandextensiveunemployment,
but also
so long as that part contributed by the banking system is superimposed
on the remaining flow of savings in such a manner and volume that its
marginal significance does not produce an increase in the general level
of prices.
I think that testwasmet throughout thisperiod. And as soon as
priceinflationdoesbecome
.the danger, then, of course, we have
reached the stage where conscious and explicit central bank restriction
has its clear role.
I tried to say more about that in the paper, but I certainlydidn't
do it very well in my
quick trip through just now.
A couple of other questionsquickly: A possiblewayofbringing
upthe lack of domesticinvestment to meet the volume of national
savings would have been to expand investment expenditure in the public
sector. What do I think about that?
In the paper, again, I have a fewwordsonthis.Youmay
not
believe it, but I really did cut the paper, even as it appears in print.
I once had in it a couple of pages trying to answer that. The principal
reservations that I have here are that in a fundamentally private econof sustaininginvestomy, oriented to the generation year after year
ment from the decisions and the will of the private sector, it was most
important that we make our major effort on this front. Of course, there
has been through most of this period a rather tight control on public
investment, at the Federal level. I do believe that in time, as the gross
national product goeson further. increasing, and the by-product in
terms of higher tax revenues is also substantial, that we may well find
'
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that there will be scope for a paralleling of that with some increase in,
some further increases in, domesticinvestment by Government. And
as youknow,within the framework of' many of the Administration's
presentprograms, there is scope for substantial increase if -and when
the over-allbudgetary picture permits it. But it hasbeen an impor.tant part of this process, which I short-cut in this description, that we
have been very careful to see to it, that throughout 'the period, because
we were'emphasizing-Isay"we"because
it used to be something I
couldbeidentified
with-certainly emphasizing the stimulation of'
investment in the private sector as the lasting, sturdy b.ase. Therefore,
even though there are those who would note that there was a formal
deficit inthe federal government'saccounts,thiswas
not, in fact, a
deficit which had to be financed out of any part of this savings flow.
For the last twoyears,asmost
ofyou know, although there is an
indicated deficit, all of that deficit has been met out of normal increases
-which, as we have already seen, have been normal
in pace with the
growth of the gross national' product-normal increases in the holdings
of government securities by the Federal Reserve System, and. holdings
of government securities by the various social security and
other trust
funds.
There hasbeen a reduction in the demand for the savings of the
economyas a whole,coming from the. federal government. The indicated federal governmentdeficithas
not been an actual deficit. It is
accounting, not economics.
The final question: Would I comment on the financial intermediary
role of the United States' in international finance and on the contribution of that role to the balance of paymentsdeficit? It is true that,
by serving as the major capital market for the world, we, at a time when
we ,had too little investment to use all our savings facilities, had this
spillingover of an enormous flow of additionalliquidsavings.
Our
role here, as a financialintermediarywas
the vehicle through which
undue .pressure eventually developed on our balance of payments. That
diminished the gold reserve on which all ,the world presently. depends
for the sustainability and the liquidity. of the dollars and other reserve
assets they like to use. So we did have to turn to'some kinds of limitations.
We turnedto themgrudginglyandslowly,alwayspreserving
the
maximumrangestill
forthe fulfillment of the privatesector'srole
within all of these markets. Whether what we have done is' right or
I

i
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wrong, I do argue in the paper that limitations of this kind-in effect,
interferencewith the full flow of capital through the UnitedStates
market to the rest of the world-have been made
essential by what I
described as, for the time being at least, a fundamental structural disequilibrium between the economic nature of the American ,economy and
that of the other developed countries.

* * * * *
MR. BURGESS
: Again, on your behalf, I extend our very great thanks
to Dr. Deshmukh for coming here all the way from India at a critical
time and givingus so much of histimeandexperience;and
to Mr.
Roosa for his very careful analysis.
Their full speecheswill be published. I am sure that wewillwant
to study them with very
great care.
I also again thank all of you, the shareholders of The Per Jacobsson
Foundation, for your support and your interest. We have started something here that will go forward overthe years.
We will have announcements
to make from time to time as to what
we plan to do further. We would be glad to get suggestions from any
of you.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
MR.MARTIN: It wasmyprivilege
earlier to welcome ThePer
Jacobsson Foundation to Washington. It would have been presumptuous for me also to have welcomed at that time one ofmy mentors, the
President of the Foundation, Dr. Burgess. I think all of the people in
this room know the contributions that he has made in this field, and
there are probablyveryfew
of uswhohaven't
read hisbook, THE
RESERVEBANKS
AND THE MONEYMARKET.
I justwant, in concluding the meeting, to congratulate all of us on the factthat he has
assumed the presidency, of thisfoundation. It augurswell for all of
us that a man who has made
the contributions that he has is helping
carry forward the work ofFer Jacobsson.
I also want to say that I am very much indebted to Mr. Roosa for
the assistance that hehasgiven
the System,and to my friend, Dr.
Deshmukh,whom I haveknownthrough
the years. This hasbeen a
very happy 'occasion for me. Thank you very much.
MR.BURGESS: O n that happynote,

wewill

adjourn the meeting.
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BIOGRAPHY OF .C. I>. DESHMUKH
C. D. DESHMUKH has,for the greater part of his life, been involved
in various aspects of public service to his country. For twenty-one years,
as a member of the Indian civil service, he dealt with a wide range of
responsibilities for the Central Provinces and Berar, and for the Government of, India.
In 1939 he was appointed as Secretary of the Reserve Bank of India
and, two years later, as,Deputy Governor. In 1943 he succeeded the
late Sir James Taylor to become the first Indian Governor of the Bank,
a post in which he served for six years. During this period he organized
and established the Bank's monetary and economic research work on a
firmfooting. He represented his country at the Bretton WoodsConference in 1944 and served as India's Governor of the Fund and Bank
from 1946 to 1956.
In 1950 Dr. Deshmukh became Finance Minister of Union Government and, in September of that sameyear,waselectedasChairman
of the Joint Annual Meeting ,of the Boards of Governors of the two
Bretton Woods institutions in Paris. He entered the first general elections held in India in 1952 and was successful, remaining a member 'of
the Indian Parliament until 1956.4.It fell to him as Finance Minister to
nationalize the former Imperial. Bank of India and the life insurance
companies in India. In 1956 he resigned his post as Finance Minister.
A fourth career, in the field of education, began for Dr. Deshmukh
. withhisappointment
in 1956 as Chairman of the University Grants
Commission and, in 1962, as 'Vice Chancellor of the University of
Delhi, a post he still holds. He is also currently Vice Chairman of the
Indian Institute of Advanced Studies, a member of the' Governing Body
of the Indian School of International Studies and a member of 'the
Board of Trustees of the United Nations Institute for Training and
Research.
Dr. Deshmukh,whowas born on January 14, 1896, was educated
at Elphinstone College,Bombay,
and at JesusCollege,Cambridge,
of which he is an Honorary Fellow. He is also a member of the Inner
Temple in London. He now makes his home in New Delhi.
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BIOGRAPHY OF ROBERT^ V. ROOSA
ROBERTROOSA.began his career in the fieldofeconomicsas
an
instructor at the Universities of Michigan and Harvard and later at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge. While
at M.I.T.
in 1940, he also worked part of each week in New York as an economist-statisticianwith the Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York. O n
returning from army service at the end of World .War 11, he continued
full-time at the. FederalReserve Bank of New York, alternating between
responsibilities on the domestic side and in international financial affairs.
From 1953-1956, as Assistant Vice. President, he managed the Bank's
securities trading operations for the Federal Reserve and the Treasury.
From 1957-1960, hewas 'Vice President in charge of the Research
Department.
I n ,January 1961, Mr. Roosa became Under Secretary for Monetary
Affairs in the United States 'Treasury, where he served until the .end
of' ,1964.. During that .period his principal responsibilities related to the
management of the public debt, coordination.among the various:,credit
programs of the Federal .Government, relations .with
.the FederalReserve
and other banking, and.monetary agencies, and the Treasury's ; international activities, particularly .those relating to the balance of payments
and 'to gold .+d foreign exchange operations.'He .was especially involved
in developingnew approaches to international financialcooperation,
and he participated actively as representative .of his government in the
regularmeetings
for coordination of balance of payments. 'policies
among members of the;.Organization for Economic Cooperation .and
Development. He also helped.in the origination of arrangements through
which the "Group of .Ten" industrial countries undertook new relationships with the International 'Monetary Fund,designed to augment the
Fund's 'resources in 'cases of specialneed.
He chaired a group of
Deputy Ministers,.(@om these countries during' ihe "first.phase, of:. an
intensive.. re-examinationof the international monetary system in 1963
and i964.
At the beginning of 1965 hejoined the private banking firm of
Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. in New York as a general partner.
Mr. Roosa was born on- June 21, 19 18, .and' was .educated at :the
University of Michigan.. He nowlivesin Harrison, : New York.
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